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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This work unit is concerned with the vulnerability of the nation as

a whole. The first report1 developed a methodology for analyzing the vul-

nerability of the United States as a large system made up of three inter-

acting subsystems; an economic system, a political system, and a social

system. That study identified 23 major institutions regarded as subsystems,

including such institutions as political parties, associations, contracts,

property, and credit. It traced interrelations among these at least to

the extent of identifying inputs and outputs for each and also identified

all institutions associated with each input or output. The practical sig-

nificance of the systems approach was its use in helping to identify insti-
tutional problems likely to be neglected in analyses of the vulnerability

of the physical systems.

This report concentrates on a few specific organizational problems

relating either to the economic system or to the political system. These

are:

1. Solvency of individuals and business entities

2. Mobility of money and credit

3. Business management succession and corporate organization

4. Vulnerability of normal business channels

5. Legislative imbalances at federal, state, and local levels

6. Vulnerability of normal election machinery.

This report discusses these problems and their implications for the assess-
ment of national vulnerability. The findings indicate that none of these

problems pose insurmountable difficulties, but do require prompt attention

and appropriate or equitable resolution within the first two months after

1 lDesch, rrancis W., and Hazel Ellis, Methodology for Assessing Total

Vulnerability (prepared for Office of Civil Defense), Stanford Research

Institute, Menlo Park, California, August 1966
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an attack. The postattack perird will require unprecedented interaction

between government and business with business participating in quasi--

governmental activity, particularly at the local level, and government

engaged in quasi-industrial decision-making, particularly at the federal

level and in connection with facility construction. It will also entail

a greatly increased role for local business management, that is, at the

plant management level.

I
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ABSTRACT I

A systems approach has been used to Identitfy institutional problems

likely itobe neglected in analyses of the vulnerability 4,i physical sys-

tetsA iik from nue'cr attack.
I

This report discusses six specific problems (solvency, credit, busi-

ness organization and management, interdiction of normal business channels,

legislative imbalance, and disruption of election machinery) and their

Implications for the assessment of national vulnerability. None of the

problems would pose insurmountable difficulties but all would require

prompt attention and appropriate resolution within the first two months

after a nuclear attack.
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I INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The development of %eapon systems includ2ng aircraft for launching

intercontinental thermonuclear attacks raised serious questions as to the

possibilities for national surtival after any nuclear exchange. Extensive

research by many workers, however, has failed to demonstrate that any at- j
tack that might come in the next decade could preclude eventual economic

recovery. Primary emphasis in vulnerability research has been on physical

impediments to production, transportation, and utility services. Only

limited attention has been given to the vulnerability of social, political, j
and managerial institutions.

A previous study by Stanford Research Institute developed an institu-

t onal approach for analyzing societal effects of attack. The present

report has a similar institutional emphasis but it is much narrower in

scope. Its objective is to investigate the possible consequences of any

breakdown of various institutional arrangements underlying modern indus-

trial activity--such as credit, national markets, corporate organization,

and various political arrrg'ments. Consideration of problems identified

includes assessment of pos ible effects that would degrade inherent recovery

capability. Specificall3, this study is concerned with four aspects of

business and two aspects of political structure.

1. Solvency of individuals and business entities

2. Mobility of money -nd credit

3. Business management succession and corporate organization

4. Vulnerability of normal business channels

5. Legislative imbalances at federal, state, and local levels

6. Vulnerability of normal election machinery

2 Dresch, Francis W., and Hazel Ellis, Methodology for Assessing Total

Vulnerability (prepared for Office of Civil Defense), Stanford Research

Institute, Menlo Park, California, August 1966



The devastation from an attack would constitute a tremendous loss of

real property, but might not lesd to widespread insolvency. The total net

worth of iadustrial corporations in the United States is approximately

equal to the current value of their physical holdings of depreciable assets.

The loss of residential housing could remove the security for home mort-

gages and installment credit, and could thus present a very serious problem

for ftnancial corporations such as insurance companies and, especially,

banks and lending agencies. Insolvency of the financial sector of the

economy could have widespread repercussions throughout ths security mar-

kets and could conceivably threaten the whole institution of private prop-

erty. This is examined in greater detail in Chapter II. Consideration is

also given in that chapter to the possible effects of such financial insta-

bility on the money market and on credit instruments and arrangements gen-

erally.

The vulnerability of corporate structure, degree of centralization,

arrangements for management succession, other constraints affecting the

legal bases for authority, and sensitivity to a shortage of managerial per-

sonnel are considered in Chapter III.

Chapter IV is concerned with the effects of probable disruption of

normal channels of business activity and possible denial of specialized

business services following breakdown or overloading of present systems

of transportation and commnications.

Chapter V. ds uvves the effects of probable changes in the relations

between governbr't and riasiness resulting from special emergency require-

ments and from chantrq t- functions, operating environment, and staffing--
both for governmental agencies and business organizations.

Chapter Vl is concerned with the implications of the mat i al pre-

sented in the first five chapters with respect to vulnerability of produc-

tivilty and the economic life of the individual in pcotattack society.

Chapter VI! considers the possible degree of legislative imbalance

as a result of attack fatalities or resettlement of survivors. Such events

could lead to loss of representation or ambiguous representation as well

as representatives without constituencies. Possibilitivs are examined at

federal, state, and local levels.

C hptr VIII is concerned with the vulnerability of regular election

procedures and election machinery includinG problems of reorganization of

voter registration lists and party mchin ry.

2
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Chapter IX discusses the implications of the political questions ex-
amined for possible effects on prompt resolution of other organizational

Issues relative to restoration of normal functioning of the economic sys-

tem and to rational organization of recovery mnagement efforts.

Most attack phenomena affect tangible property or people. Indirect

effects of damage to housing, facilities, and inventories or of human

casualties include insolvency of business and individuals, disruption of
credit and contract arrangements, problems of managerial succession for
government and business, other organizational and institutional breakdowns,
and finally some tendency for preattack institutions to prove exceedingly

vulnerable. The systems at risk in any thermonuclear attack include not
only the military and industrial concentrations but also the intangible
arrangements for controlling and managing such facilities and for govern-
ing the population. The physical ta)._ t system is being studied exten-
sively in other vulnerability research,. Background information and in-
sights from such studies are basic to the present report. The present
study has made- no attempt to generate information on physical vulnerability
but is concerned exclusively with the intangible institutional aspects of

the U.S. systems that are subject to secondary effects.

The institutions previously identified include such cultural or social
institutions as "--guage, family, group, school, church, association, com-

munity, and pressure groups. These have all been excluded from considera-

tion in the present study to permit concentration on some of the institu-
tions related to the economic and political systems. The reasons for
selecting these institutions were that the probable effects on them are
more susceptible to objective research and that the associated problems

appeared to be of immediate importance for vulnerability analysis and pre-
attack planning of countermeasures.

Underlying the present discussion of the institutions selected are

some general assumptions about the near term threat. Much OCD research
(and even more DOD research) is devoted to continuing reappraisal of the
potential threat. For the present level of discussion of institutional

problems, however, only very large differences in attack parameters are
significant. The distinctions of greatest interest concern (1) whether
the enemy would launch a pure counterforce attack or an all-out attack on
centers of population and industry, (2) whether there would be an alloca-

tion of weapons to gasoline refineries and vital transportation nodes (pri-

marily marshaling yardb) of sufficient numbers to imobilize the country
for a protracted period, (3) whether appreciable strategic or tactical

warning would be provided and acted on, and (4) whether there would be any
effective active or passive defense. In general, it has been assumed that -
the heaviest conceivable attack could successfully target all SMSAs and

3



any remaining sourceM of gasoline and diesel fuel, but that the number of

available weapons would not suffice to appreciably disturb well-dispersed

Industrial establishmnts outside SURAs.

Effective defe.ases made possible by preattack preparations and appro-

priate response ,o early warning could greatly reduce the effects of the

heavy attack and minimize the magnitude of many problems identified in this

report. The principal threat to national viability even under the most

adverse circumstances appears to be the possibility of mismanagement of

early rehabilitation and recovery efforts. Since the present state of know-

ledge does not permit confidence in descriptions of the probable environ-

msent, it is not possible to construct at present a complete and near optimal

plan. Practical difficulties In implementing any standby or paper plans

preclude adequate test and training exercises and argue for flexible ap-

proaches to recovery management leaving most of the details to be worked

out after the attack. The resources left after the heaviest attack could
leave so little in excess over minimnum consumer essentials that almost per-

fect planning would be necessary to provide for capacity maintenance and

regeneration. Waiting for the attack before starting such planning would

obviously be hazardous. This presents an obvious dilemma for vulnerability
research and for analysis of possible countermeasures.

The present study Is devoted almost entirely to the vulnerability side

of the threat-countermasure-vulnerability triangle, although some sugges-

tions for possible countermeasures are mentioned, without evaluation, pri-

marily to illustrate the nature of the problems identified and the types

of considerations that appear to be relevant. Some of these suggestions
are examined further In a forthcoming report on information requirements

for recovery management--an Investigation sponsored jointly by the Office

of Emergency Planning and the Postattack Planning Division of OCD.

The vulnerability problems highlighted in this report would be virtu-

ally impossible to solve In an unstable political environment. The politi-

cal issues considered in Chapters VII, VIII, and IX might be easily handled

in norml times. In a period requiring quick enactment of enabling legis-

lation, formation and dissemination of sweeping policy innovations, and the

establishment of new agencies and organizations, any impediments to prompt

legislative action or motivations toward nonadaptive attitudes on the part

of individual legislators could be disastrous. Committee assignments, and

particularly committee leadership, could prove more significant even than

at presnt. The present report sketches some of the potential problems

without resolving then. Further attention to such problems by political

scientists and other students of government would appear desirable under

other parts of OCD's vulnerability research, its postattack research, or

in research by CP or other federal government agencies.

4



II FINANCIAL IMPACT OF AT'rCK DAMAGE

Residential Housing, Insurance, and Banking

Perhaps the most significant financial effect from nuclear attack

would be a consequence of the destruction of residential housing. In
general, and particularly-for a late nighttime attack, loss of housing

would be correlated geographically with loss of lives. The correlation

between the overall level of damage and the level of fatalities, however,

would be greatly affected by availability of shelters, warning, and pas-

sive defense measures. Active defense would presumably reduce damage and

fatalities somewhat equally.

No insurance is available that provides protection against attack,

but the loss of housing would affect insurance companies by removing secu-

rity for home mortgages. This effect would be even more important for

banks, savings and loan associations, and other financial corporations.

Finance companies, banks, and other institutions connected with personal

and installment loans would be further affected by loss of autos and appli-

ances, as well as loss of income to both the dead and the living. Table 1
shows the personal or installment loans and home mortgages outstanding, with

a breakdown of these three types of credit by class of lender.

To pursue further the more immediate financial implications of an

attack, information is needed on other forms of credit outstanding. This

is supplied in part by Table 2, which shows holdings of corporate and gov-

* ernment bonds, by type of agency issuing and type holding the securities

in question.

A major factor for insurance companies is their liability under insur-
ance outstanding. Since most life insurance is covered by war risk exclu-

sion provisions and casualty claims are similarly protected, immediate

effects of an attack relate to termination of much insurance outstanding

and include elimination of some contract liabilities, immediate claims for

cash surrender value, and cessation of premium income. In general, effects

on life insurance would be proportional to fatalities; effects on fire in-

surance would be proportional to loss of housing. Table 3 provides data

on insurance in force by type,--premiums, reserves, and loss experience--
for assessment of these attack effects.

5
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Table 3

INSURAME IN FORCE, PREMIUMS, AND LOSS EXPERIENCE
1965

(Billions of Dollars)

In Force Prelums Losses Reserves

Property insurance* $ n.a. $29.1 $20.8 $28.6*
Fi re and homeowners 3.6 2.3
Auto 8.4 5.2
Workman's compensation 2,3 1.4
Health insurance 11.0 9.2
Marine fidelity, surety 1.2 0.7
Other property 2.7 1.9

Ordinary life 504.4 11.1 2.6 76.9

Group life 337.1 2.8 1.8 2.0

Industrial life 40.8 1.3 0.4 11.9

Total $882.3 $15.1 4.8 90.1

Reserves tgalust property insurance mounted to $28.6 billi n in
1962. Reserves thus approximate annual premlums and exceed losses
with a small safety factor. Policy holders surplus was $17.4 billion
in 1965, an increase of $3.5 billion over 1962.

Sources: The Spectator, November 1966. Insurance Facts 1966. 1967
Life Insurance Fact Book.

8
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A major liability of the banking system Is the level of current de-

posits. Savings and demand deposits both constitute an immediate problem

under present practice of honoring savings deposits. In the absence of

a general bank moratorium, time deposits--whether evidenced by certificates

of deposit or not--are not so immediate. Table 4 depicts the current de-

posit situation in the banking system.

Corporations

Table 5 contains general information on the assets and liabilities

of U.S. corporations. Among the assets, those subject to risk through

immediate attack effects would be the physical assets, including invento-

ries and depreciable assets and possibly exposed currency. Paper evidences

of debt might be lost, but In general could be replaced. The obligations

or values represented by such financial instruments would be subject to

loss through bankruptcy or default of the issuing entity or to loss of mar-

ket value. Cash includes bank deposits that would be subject to the risks

of federal action blocking or restricting withdrawals or to bank failure.

Accounts receivable (or, on the liability side, accounts payable) would

be subject to the adversities of the postattack economy.

As indicated in Table 5, net worth of manufacturing corporations tends

to equal their physical assets so capital and surplus accounts would ade-

quately cover the financial losses from direct attack effects. From a

balance sheet standpoint, damage would result in a loss of stockholders'

equity, but would not remove security for bonded indebtedness or bankrupt

the average corporation. Indirect effects of problems arising in the fi-

nancial sectors of the economy could be significant, however.

m Losses of Assets

Table 6 shows the loss of physical assets that might occur in two dif-

ferent hypothetical attacks--(l) an attack that destroyed all SUBAs and a

counterforce attack that destroyed half of a limited number of SMAs adja-

cent to military targets or port cities. These examples are introduced

to provide the basis for first estimates of the possible range of primary

financial effects and some secondary financial consequences of the primary

losses. In the preparation of Table 6, it was assumed for each industry

that damage to physical assets was proportional to preattack value added

in the SMSAs attacked. Loss of residential housing was assumed to be pro-

portional to fatalities ns computed under the assumption of no warning and

no passive defense.

9i
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Table 6

POSSIBLE LOSS OF PHYSICAL ASSETS FROM ATTACK
(Dollars in Billions)

Possible Losses
U.S. Percent in Percent From Light From Heavy
Total Counterforce in All Counterforce SUSA
1962 SMSAm SMSAs Attack* Attack

Invqitories $ 95 31% 79% $ 15 $ 75
Depreciable
assets 279 31 79 43 221

Housing 596 19 63 57 378

Total $970 $115 $674

Estimated losses from light counterforce attack were calculated on the
assumption that half the value at risk in the SUSAs would be affected
by the counterforce attack. The percentages in the SMSAs are estimated
from the distribution of value added, population, and housing.

Sources: Corporate Income Tax Returns, 1961-1962. Value of housing
estimated from mortgage debt on housing from Table 1 multiplied
by the ratio of mortgage value to value of mortgaged residences
taken from Statistical Abstracts-1967 (data based on 1960 Cen-
sus of Housing) and divided by percentage of number of houses
having mortgages (figures given in Statistical Abstracts, 1967),
Figures in sequence named were

220
166.5 (i-)/.568 596

12



Table 7 shows the effects of the losses in Table 6 on corporate ae- I
sets and liabilities. Reduction of life and fire insurance outstanding

was assumed to be proportional to fatalities. Loss of mortgage security

was prorated among mortgage holding groups. Even in the case of the ex-

treme attack, insolvency would not necessarily be widespread. Loss of

net worth and hence equity should depress the real value of stocks and_

reduce the net worth of mutual funds and private investors. Lops of hous-

ing would destroy owners' equity as well as mortgage security. These ef-

fects would be reflected in changes in the financial position of the pri-

vate sector.

I

Vulnerable Financial Sectors I
The following sectors of the economy present the primary fiscal prob-

lems:

1. Utilities including transportation, electric power, and communt-

cations

2. Insurance

3. Mutual funds

4. Banks and savinge; and loan associations

5. Finance and small loan agencies

6. Federal, state, and local governments

7. Private individuals

In the casc of utilities, the large ratio of bonded debt to net
worth or equity capital could threaten individual companiea--particu-

larly those suffering larger than average losses. Subsequent loss of

income from loss of subscribers, areas, or customers could compound the
difficulties associated with loss of assets.

The situation for life insurance companies is confused but somewhat

unfavorable. Although war risk exclusion clauses would save the life

companies from claims for death benefits, cash surrender values of pol-

icies terminated by death could require substantial outlays. Cash sur-

render payments in 1965 totalled $2.5 billion on terminations of 5 per-

cent of policies outstanding. In the case of the counterforce attack,

faitalities could force termination of 10 percent of the policies, and,

13



Table 7

EFFECTS OF POSSIBLE ATTACK LOSSES ON CORPORATE ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
(Billions of Dollars)

Public

Utilities
Manufac- Including

turing Transport Finance Other Total

Assets

Reproducible $ 160 $ 130 $ 63 $ 82 $ 436

Receivables 54 9 167 45 274

Mortgages 0 - 142 1 142

Other 62 16 378 31 437

Total 276 155 $ 700 $158 $1,289

Contingent liabilities 8 4 505 7 524

Payables 46 13 19 38 116

Net worth preattack 177 75 106 75 434

Losses from counterforce

15% reproducibles -24 -20 -9 -16 -69

10% receivables -,5 -1 -17 -4 -27

9% mortgages -13 - -13

Cash surrender payments -5 -5

Gain from reduction in
insurance reserves +12 +12

Net worth after

counterforce attack $ 148 $ 54 76 $56 $ 332

Losses from heavy attack
791 reproducibles -128 -104 -61 -65 -348

79% receivables -43 -7 -133 -36 -.

63% mortgages - - -113 - -113

Gain from reduction in
innurance reserves

Property +13 +13
Life +60 +60
Cash surrender payment

life) -33 -33

Net worth after heavy

attack $ +6 $ -36 $-149 $-26 $ -205

Note: Of the $113 billion Loss In mortgage default, $44 billion would be
hld by Savings and Loin Associations, and only 69 billion by other
financial corporations.

14
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if cash values remained in proportion to experience, an additional $5 bil-

lion would become payable. If, as in current experience, voluntary ter-

mination rates tend to be higher for now policies, cash values on the

average policy probably exceeds the experienced ratio (which would show

only $50 billion in cash values for the $504 billion dollars of ordinary

life in force). Reduction In policies in force would presumably reduce

the required reserves. If these reductions were also in proportion to

insurance in force, a reduction of liabilities of 10 percent of 1965 life

insurance reserves of $91 billion would release $9 billion, which would

more than compensate for the surrender payments. Any suspicion of Insol-
vency leading to terminations by survivors and lump sum payments demanded

under contingent lU-eficiary annuity contracts could disturb the liquid-

ity although not necessarily the solvency of the life companies. Losses
through mortgage defaults might wipe out $6 billion in assets. The net

effect of losses cited would be a loss of $2 billion, which would exceed

the $1.5 billion in capital stock of the stock companies but not their

safety reserve. Defaults on policy loans would also occur but these would

be covered for the most part by cash surrender values already considered.

The heavy attack would greatly magnify these effects. A 63 percent

reduction in insurance in force could produce a 13-fold increase of ter-

minations over normal experience, increasing cash surrender payouts by
$33 billion while freeing reserves of $60 billion. The apparent gain of

$27 billion would be more than offset by possible losses of $42 billion

from mortgage defaults plus other losses of assets from such causes as

defaults on corporate bonds. Some type of government intervention either

through a partial moratorium, financial aid, or controlled liquidation

and reorganization would be essential. The net deficits, however, would

be small in comparison with the total insurance in force.

Mutual funds would be at the mercy of the security market, which
would be violently depressed initially because of losses and income un-

certainty. Banks and loan companies would also suffer from loss of mort-
gage assets and these could not be matched a gainst any reduction in de-

posit liability in the absence of government intervention. Finance
companies and small loan agencies would suffer from loss of autos and
other installment securities, and together with the banking system, would
suffer from loss of incom to or death of borrowers.

Governments at all levels would suffer from destruction of government-

owned facilities and from loss of tax base and would xperience an immedi-
ate need for funds for a wide variety of public works activities. Percent-

age losses of major revenue producing taxes would be those derivable from

the dollar figures given in Table 8, if no change in tax rates were ini-

tiated.
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Table 8

TAX REVENUES AND POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF ATTACK ON TAXES
(Billions of Dollars)

Taxes After
Counterforce Taxes After SUSA

1965 Attack Attack
State & State & State &

Federal Local Federal Local Federal Local

Personal taxes

Income taxes $ 56.4 $ 4.4 $4..0 $ 3.5 $11.3 $ 0.9
Estate (death) and
gift 2.8 0.8 25.2 7.0 7.2 2.0

Motor vehicle licenses - 1.0 - 0.8 - 0.2
Property tax - 0.8 -- 0.6 - 0.2
Other taxes - 0.3 - 0.3 - -
Nontaxes -0.05 4.5 - 3.6 - 1.0
Less refunds -5.1 - -4.0 -1.0 -

Subtotal $ 54.2 $11.1 $66.2 $16.7 $17.5 $ 4.3

Corporate profits, tax
accruals 29.1 2.0 26.3 1.6 5.8 0.4

Indirect Business Tax
and noctax accruals

Sales or Excise
General - 7.3 - 5.8 - 1.5
Gasoline - 4.5 - 3.6 - 0.5
Liquor 3.8 0.9 3.0 0.7 0.8 0.2
Tobacco 2.1 1.4 1.7 1.1 0.4 0.3
Other 8.4 - 6.8 - 1.7 -

Local sales - 1.7 - 1.4 - 0.3

Cus toms duties 1.7 - 1.4 - -
Motor vehicle licenses - 1.0 - 0.8 - 0.2
Property taxes - 23.1 - 18.5 - 4.6
Other taxes - 4.6 - 3.7 - 0.9
Nontaxes 1.1 1.3 0.9 1.0 0.3 0.3
Less refunds 0.3 - 0.3

Subtotal $ 16.8 $45.8 $13.5 $36.6 $ 3.2 $ 8.8

Contributions for social
insurance 24.8 4.5 19.8 3.6 5.0 0.9

Federal grants-ln-aid - 11.2 - - --

Total $124.9 $75.3 $81.8 $48.5 $31,5 $14.4

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce/Office of Business Economics, The National

Income and Product Accounts of the United States, 1929-65.
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Private individuals would suffer from loss of hones, personal pos-

sessions, mortgage defaults on loans extended to one another, changes in

market value of securities, and from possible loss of income. Because

of increased government obligations, they would also face probable in-

creases in tax rates and cost of living.

Uncertainties in such analysis are extremely great. The security

market in particular would depend on the whole outlook for economic via-
bility, considering government actions with respect to public works and

rehabilitation assistance generally, inflation control, financial and eco-

nomic stabilization, and the prospects for profits and employment. The

chief objective of the present analysis, however, is to establish general

facts relevant to the ownership of surviving property. The value of such

property in the aggregate will depend on its presumed capacity for pro-
ducing income, but the value itself is of secondary interest. The ques-

tion of ownership is significant here only in assessing its implications

relevant to the structure and organization of society and in assessing

possible secondary effect. on productivity.

The problems of concern are the effects of general financial losses

on the ability of corporations and individuals to meet outstanding obli-

gations and their ability to persuade others of their ability to perform

under new commitments. if a major attack concentrated part of its force

on gasoline refining and if other losses of transportation and communica-

tions capacity restricted free movement of people and information, stresses

could arise in the whole credit structure. These, combined with uncer-
tainty as to the ownership of surviving facilities, could threaten the

free enterprise institutions of private property, credit, and contract
and thus contribute further to an unnecessarily stringent regionalization

of economic life. The effects of such institutional factors in lowering

productivity provide the primary emphasis of the present analysis.

Credit arrangements nationally are concerned with consumer credit

and the status of individuals, but also--and more significantly--with the
status of business and corporations. Loss of credit assurance, loss of

possible effectiveness of the courts, and the lessening cf general social

pressures with respect to credit commitments could contribute even more

uncertainty to business affairs than physical and technical problems.

The primary need is either to establish a procedure for rapidly determin-
ing the financial incidence of attack losses, providing relief for cases

of undue hardship and implementing any policies for loss equalization or

to devise some procedure for divorcing and insulating the ongoing economy

from the past. One possibility--undoubtedly more drastic than seems nec-

essary but preservi.g the forms of our economic system--could begin with
federal seizure of all productive facilities for immediate resale to cor-

porations formed and capitalized eopecially to operate those facilities,
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with the proceeds of sale impounded by the government, pending resolution

of the probles of equitable redistribution. Ther" are other less sweep-
Ing proposals, but all would probably include some degree of govQrnment
intervention.

Credit arrangements for Individual consumers are more significant

to local than national markets, and their importance would be greatly re-

duced by a lack of autos, appliances, and other consumer durables for

purchase. The national credit card systems would probably undergo con-

siderable change and might become contingent on or tied in wita business

affiliation (as now tends to be the case for travel and telephone credit

cards), rather than retaining the individualized basis now characteristic

of gasoline and general purpose credit cards. Marked reduction in travel,

rationing problems, and other changes in the social environment could make

continuation of national credit card systems unprofitable because of In-
creased risk and decreased activity. None o; these changes, however, would
play a major role in investment financing.

asiness credit, particularly clearing procedures for checks and bank
drafts, would have much greater significance. The probable wave of "fly.

by-night" operators who would attempt to profit from special opportunities

generated by the emergency conditions; the need to find new vendors or

distributors to replace those cut off or defunct; uncertain solvency of

even old, well-established companies; and congested courts would all dis-

courage easy acceptance of promises to pay. Even in normal times, inter-

business extension of credit is more cautious than extension of many types

of consumer credit--partly because of the larger sums Involved in each

transaction, the greater losses in case of business failures, and the

greater pressures that can be exerted for collection of personal accounts.

Reliable figures on interbusiness credit transactions are not readily

available, but some parameters that indicate general magnitudes of inter-

business credit and clearing activities are shown in Table 9. Bank debits

and deposit turnover rates In Table 9 include personal transactions, but
total debits Indicate upper lmts on the various types of business rns- ]

actions.

Contracts

If postattack conditions would not be conducive to normal credit flow

and would disturb the normal basis for mutual trust; if property rights

and ownership would be questionable; and if conditions and government ac-

tions would provide obstacles to performance of contract services (or ex-
cuses for nonperformance), the whole institution of contracts could be

jeopardized. To analyze such possibilities at least one stop further,

is
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consider the prospects for continuing present practice with respect to
the most important contract types:

1. Insurance

2. Construction

3. Options

4. Installment

5. Employment, wage, or union

6. Trusts and annuities

7. Delivery or other terms of sale 

8. Subcontracts

9. Repair and maintenance

10. Other service

The most significant of these for business are construction contracts

or contract awards, wage contracts, sales contracts, subcontracts, and

business service contracts.

Table 10 gives some rough figures on the number and monetary value
of various types of identifiable contract agreements or awards made dur-
Ing 1963. Among these, only a small portion of the service contracts

could conceivably be fulfilled if an attack denied materials, skilled

labor, or subcontract assistance or if It destroyed relevant facilities.

The actual fraction of contracts that night be fulfilled would depend on
the extent of damage, but nonperformance might be the rule after the SMSA

attack. Court Judgments could scarcely keep up with the wave of cases

even if procedures were remarkably streamlined, and precedents would un-

doubtedly arise to circumvent judicial redress for nonperformance. Under

such circumstances, criteria of plausibility would enter contract nego-

tiations to an unprecedented extent and would greatly constrain the types

of agreements entered into. The problem, however, is whether business

operations could survive such constraints or could somehow proceed with-

out performance guarantees or performance assurance. Services could be

provided without contract, and labor could be performed without ironclad

wage agreements, but interbusiness transactions would require at least

some evidence of good faith or the intervention of trusted (probably gov-
ernmental) intermediaries.
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Table 10

ESTIMATED ONTRACT ACTIVITY

Estimated Wumber of Contracts
(millions)

Negotiated
Class of Contract* In Force Each Year

Residential constructiont 1 1
Life insurance policies* 75 25
Property or casualty insurance
policies§ 120 80

In- taliment** 100 50
Servicett 50 50
Business (sub)** 100 100

* Since life insurance and property or casualty insurance contracts are
self-terminating and installment contracts involve a credit problem
only, residential construction, service, and business (sub)contracts
alone can entail serious nonperformance problems. The estimates here
merely indicate that the business 3ubcontracts are probably the most
significant. Incidentally, among 68,000 cases brought before U.S.
District Courts in 1965, over 16,000 concerned contract actions.
Estimates are based on number of housing units covered by building per-
mits, including 0.7 million single family re Tdences, 0.05 million double
family residences, 0.05 million units in three- or four-family structures,
0.5 million units in five-or-more family apartments, and 0.03 million
units for public housing.
Estimates are based on number of policies in force and number written
each year.

§ Number of policies are estimated from annual premium written.
*S Number of installment contracts are estimated from credit outstanding,

including $25 billion in auto coverage for perhaps 13 million contracts,
$19 billion in consumer goods for perhaps 40 million contracts, and
$22 billion in personal loans for perhaps 40 million contracts. Sales
figures include 9 million new autos and 35 million major appliances.tt The number of service contracts outstanding can only be guessed. There
are about 1 million service establishments of which only about one-seventh
(primarily those engaged in miscellaneous business services) are likely
to operate on service contracts.

* The value of defense prime contracts in excess of $10,000 has averaged
over $27 billion for 1963-65. The number of such prime contracts would
fall in the 1 to 3 million range if average size falls on the range from
$10,000 to $30,000. Subcontracts should exceed the number of prime con-
tracts by one or two orders of magnitude.
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Contracts entered into before the attack could make no sense after

the attack, and discontinuance might be to the best Interests of all par-

ties. This would be true of most construction contracts, particularly

public works contracts. Construction would be needed more than ever, but

roads, dams, and many other pirticular projects with some degree of ur-

gency preattack might have little or no priority compared with the more

immdiate requirements for highway and railroad bypasses, replacement of

essential network links, debris removal, emergency housing, sanitation

and utility projects, and other tasks essential to survival. Some of the

special expertise needed for the more sophisticated preattack work might

not be necessary for the more rudimentary jobs, but the need for skilled

persons would generally be great and civil or construction engineers could

easily be absorbed in mnagerial and executive assignments. The process

of settlement of open contracts and renegotiation of new ones might be
rather complex and would require considerable attention from business man-
agement and public administrators.

A large part of the value added in manufacturing is contributed by

subcontract work from many small establishments producing special parts,

components, and subassemblies. Many of these are located around large

centers of industry (e.g., Los Angeles, Detroit, Seattle, San Francisco,

Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and the Northeast

Corridor) and cater to the needs of major prime contractor industries

(e.g., aerospace, automotive equipment, electronics). In spite of the

tendency for these to cluster around their major customers, the task of I
negotiating appropriate subcontracts with reliable vendors is a large

part of the procurement efforts of lerge manufacturing corporations, and

a large number of manufacturers' representatives act as finders or bro-

kers engaged in negotiations for subcontracting or supplying parts and

materials.

The effects that the attack would have on this brokering activity

will be discussed further in Chapter IV, but considerable effort would
be required to terminate existing subcontracts and find suitable parties

f or new ones appropriate for then current manufacturing emphasis. The

number of new subcontracts or other interbusiness agreements would be

unprecedented. Although many of these would involve vendors only in the
proximity of the major manufacturers, a substantial portion would be in
other locations. Data on the aerospace industry, for example, indicate
that 40 to 0 percent of aerospace R&D prime contracts entail purchases

from vendors outside the SUBA of the prime contractor although these pur-
chases represent only 10 to 20 percent of the prime contract billings.

Existing procedures for establishing the financial and technical relia-

bility of such vendors or subcontractors facilitate a normal stream of

subcontract agreements. The fiscal and technical uncertainties of all

operations in the postattack period would greatly complicate all such

negotiations.
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III MANAGEMENT IMPACT OF ATTACK LOSSES

Corpora t ions

The confused financial status of U.S. corporations that would prevail

immediately after an attack has already been mentioned. The status of in-
dividual establishments and divisions of such corporations would be even

more confused. Table 11 shows the number of individual branches of the

25 largest U.S. industrial corporations in each of the major census re-

gions. Some corporations are extremely decentralized and permit autono-
mous operation of corporate divisions and even individual plants. Some,

however, have centralized accounting systems, including centralized prep-

aration of payroll checks and general disbursements. Circumstances could
force a much greater decentralization of authority and even require local

plant management to assume responsibility for financial, budgetary, end
cont-ol functions as well as details of procurement, contract negotiation,

shipping and receiving, billing, and disbursement. In case of a poorly

functioning national banking system, local arrangements for payrolls and
for collection of accounts receivible might be desirable if not oessential.

Some corporations are decentralized only on a regional, divisional,

or product line basis. The need for local autonomy could still exist
among plants of such corporations, but the circumstances and the need
could vary from region to region or division to division. In some cases,
the interdependence of plants may cross regional or divisional lines, par-
ticularly for the integrated industries. Problems of coordination could

become important for such regionalized but integrated corporationsi, and
perhaps even for others.

Throughout all corporations, circumstances would require thorough re-

examination of plans, policies, aims, and objectives. The large corpora-

tions have plans for management succession similar to those for government.
mThe new management team, however It is made up, would find itself con-

fronted with new problems for which precedent as indicated by company rec-

ords may be of little assistance. In many cases relevant records might

be lost, and knowledgeable personnel might not have survived.

Plans for succession of corporate officers have tended to emphasize

the corporate headquarters level. Relatively few corporations have ex-

tended planning for succession to cover divisions and individual plants

in detail. This fact could present problems if plant activities had to
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Table

PLANTS OF THE 25 LARGEST

1963

New Mid- East N. West N.
Corporation England Atlantic Central Central

General Motors 4 is 76 6

Standard Oil of New Jersey 1 3 0 0

Ford Motor 0 11 41 5

General Electric 27 47 60 2

Socony Mobil Oil 1 6 4 1

U.S. Steel 2 22 15 9

Texaco 0 1 2 1

Gulf Oil 0 1 2 0

Westinghouse Electric (New 1 4 3 2

York)
Swift (Chicago) 5 14 25 37

Du Pont 3 21 15 4

Clhrysler 0 3 35 1
Standard Oil of California 1 5 5 3

Standard Oil of Indiana 0 0 5 3

Bethlehem Steel 1 17 3 2

Shell Oil 1 1 2 0

Westinghouse Electric 3 36 7 0

(Pittsburgh)

IBM 2 6 1 0

General Dynamics 7 26 56 14

Armour 3 8 12 38

International Harvesters 0 0 11 0
National Dairy Products 10 51 46 24

Boeing Aircraft Company 0 1 0 1

Lockheed 0 2 0 0

RCA 2 13 8 0

Total 74 317 434 153
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'able 11

25 LARGEST U.S. CORPORATIONS, BY REGION
1963-64

West N. South East S. West S. Moun-
Central Atlantic Central Central tain Pacific Total

6 6 0 2 0 6 118

0 2 0 3 10 10

5 1 3 0 5 67
2 14 15 .1 2 8 179
1 0 0 3 i 1 20

9 1 8 5 3 10 75
1 0 0 4 1 2 11
0 0 0 1 0 U 4
2 2 0 1 0 0 13

37 38 25 31 8 12 195

4 21 11 7 1 3 86

1 2 1 0 0 1 43
3 7 6 7 9 30 73
3 3 0 3 2 0 16

2 10 0 1 0 7 41
0 0 1 21 1 12 39

0 9 4 2 0 1 62

0 1 1 1 0 2 14

14 13 11 16 9 25 177
38 16 17 16 1 5 116

0 0 2 1 0 2 16

24 27 23 9 10 5 205
1 0 0 0 0 3 5
0 1 0 0 0 7 10

0 1 0 0 1 4 A9

153 175 128 139 50 154 1,624
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be drastically altered, particularly if difficulties with commnications

and transportation would make corporate level planning and counseling

services inaccessible.

In the absence of comparable historical experience, the vulnerabil-
ity of organizational and institutional arrangements to attack-induced

effects can only be inferred through an attempt to project corporate and

other business practices into a probable postattack environment. Although

such projection leaves many details open for conjecture (or for scenarios),

broad features of the extrapolation emerge with greater clarity and permit

some degree of prophecy. Whether such prophesies would prove to be accur-

ate in detail or even in general tenor, they are useful in identifying
possible sources of institutional vulnerability. Countermeasures could

reduce the potential or the likelihood of these problems. Postattack re-

search could further analyze their significance. With these objectives
in mind, the following paragraphs collect impressions of the state of

affairs that would be likely to confront business management.

Demand would be quite different from that preattack, even if no
, jor military operations were in progress, since the rehabilitation re-

quirements of the civilian economW would be paramount. Luxury items would
hold little interest, and products (e.g., automobiles) once considered

necessities might be overstocked and useless (e.g., if gasoline is lack-

ing). The greatest demand could be for producers' goods, construction

equipment, and other products of the larger SMSAs, which would have sus-
tained the greatest damage. The new managements of business and industry

would be confronted with the problems of reorienting the activity of their

whole plant complex.

Productivity would depend heavily on the ability of government and

industry to reschedule ongoing activities to accommodate the need for

economic rehabilitation and to adjust for uncertainties and difficulties.

The re'atively inexperienced persons that would bucceed to the executive
posts at various echelons of industry would be faced with the most deli-
cate and extensive scheduling problems ever encountered. Production work-

Lra would be inexperienced, marginal workers would be added to the labor

force, deliveries would be uncertain, and production machinery would be
in poor condition and difficult to repair or replace. Government inter-

vention would be so extencive that it would seen to be omnipresent and

government controls, allocations, priority systems, and economic stabil-

ization activity would add additional paper work to most business trans-

actions.

Another aspect of business life would be the unprecedented need for

intercorporate cooperation. In view of the sweeping changes in demand,
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many corporations would find themselves in virtually new businesses for
which many of their plant facilities and their particular organizational

structure might prove quite inappropriate. MWgers or wholesale redistri-

bution of plants and other facilities among different corporations might

prove desirable or essential. This would particularly be so if there were
a need to regionalize the whole country into more self-sufficient geograph-
ical areas. Combinations of products and activities that have developed
in the evolution of particular corporations might not fit postattack cir-

cuamstances. Plants whose products are no longer of interest might be con-
verted to provide support for now industry or corporate line different

from those into which the owning corporation might be evolving. An unus-
ual number of facility exchanges could occur if fiscal problems and gov-
ernment policies did not impele transfer.

Such changes would drastically affect the balance of corporate work
force at all levels. Workers at particular plants might not be trained

for the activities in which the plants would be engaged. Transportation
difficulties might discourage long moves on the part of workers, both
from their personal standpoint and from considerations of general welfare.
Reduced mobility and general shortages of skilled workers could create
great manpower control problems. Intercorporate shifts of workers could

be very extensive In large centers and should perhaps be encouraged, but
probably should be controlled to forestall increased instability.

Studies concerned with national survival have tended to assume, ex-
plicitly or implicitly, that all available facilities would be fully uti-

lized at maximum capacity postattack. Such an assumption is obviously
unrealistic. Loss of productivity and hence underutilization would arise
from bottlenecks, lack of skilled labor, shipping delays, and possibly

fuel shortages. Even more significantly, some facilities might not prove
adaptable to changed demand. Survival studies, moreover, tend to base
any estimates of capacity on preattack uses of facilities and preattack

product mixes. Since these facilities were designed to be efficient for
preattack operations, they would be unlikely to prove as efficient for

other operations.

Questions of ownership would also be important. For example, inte-

grated operations in a normally Integrated industry might not occur, even
if adequate facilities survived, if ownership were divided among several

corporations. Government intervention might resolve such problems and
probably would, but the necessary actions might exceed the authority nor-

mally granted the state or federal governments. Less obvious problems
would arise from subcontracting requirements and the need to schedule the
activities of many different companies In an Integrated fashion. Govern-
ment action could again be the answer, but would require unprecedented
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intervention that industry would be ill-prepared to accept and new func-

tions that government is ill-prepared to perform.

Anything like full utilization of surviving facilities would require

careful scheduling of large complexes of widely scattered plants and care-

ful control of interplant flows. This would be true because attack dam-
age would destroy such of the flexibility and richness of alternatives

that characterize the present economy. No programming methodology exists

that could handle such a scheduling operation adequately.

The federal, state, and local governments are poorly equipped to

cope with the kind of detail that would be pertinent. Moreover, neither

a complete laissez-faire economy nor a meticulously planned totalitarian

economy could provide the machinery for well-oriented and efficient inte-

gration. The implications of such observations are: (1) that full ca-

pacity utilization (with capacity defined in a manner consonant with post-

attack needs) could not be achieved and (2) that a serious effort to

achieve a fair degree of utilization would require methods that combine
and compromise among conflicting advantages and disadvantages of alterna-

tive systems of national economic organization.

Government

Once immediate survival needs were provided for, rehabilitation and

reconstruction projects would have the greatest urgency. These would in-

clude highway repair and repairs to rail and comunication nets that would

greatly exceed the capabilities and financial resources of the utility cor-

porations. The problem to be faced at this juncture would be essentially

one of planning a 'massive program of public works" projects in the most
austere and efficient mnner possible without interfering unduly with in-

dustrial capacity essential for and adaptable to production that would

sustain life or that would support growth of capacity for doing so. The
management of the works program would most appropriately be done by the

federal government since it would relate to general survival. The un-

precedented pace and scale of the effort that would probably be required
(e.g., exceeding in magnitude the total effort of World War II compressed

into a few months) would overwhelm any central recovery planning agency

responsible for more than top level coordination. In such a situation,

even a totalitarian regime would have to rely heavily on local management

and a democratic government would naturally be even more likely to do so.

It would not be easy to devise suitable methods for adequate coordination

of widely diverse and localized efforts. As yet, no adequate mechanism

has been suggested for achieving team-like interaction among local, state,

and federal governments; their various agencies; and the local, regional,
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and general management of business. This might be the major task of gov-
ernmnt and business policy-makers.

This task could be hand'id in many different ways, but the ways most
consonant with American values would lie between possible extremes and
would represent the result of sam attempt to balance the dangers of un-
coordinated entrepreneurial opportunism with those of risky and inflexible
adherence to a detailed national plan.

The vulnerability of the U.S. economW to organizational arrangements
lies in the need for new organizations to deal with new planning problems.
To illustrate the general character of a conceivable rehabilitation pro-

gram, a ten-phase program will be set down as a basis for possible discus-
sion. The phases might appear to be steps In a master plan but are more

accurately presented an overlapping phases initiatee successively (in the

sequence listed), with the description of each phase reflecting its domi-
nant emphasis rather than its complete specifications. This sequence will

be discussed further in Chapter V, but is presented here to indicate some
of the novel management problems that could arise and possible solutions

to then. 1b program phase-s are:

1. Locate, sequester, count, or weigh surviving inventories of es-
sential life-sustaining products; estimate stocks In amn-days
of supply under austere conditions and arrange for distribution

of rations at appropriate rates.

2. Identify plants needed to produce a flow of these or substitute
products and compare surviving capacity with that required.

3. Where needed, augment capacity by selecting among available al-
ternatives. Alternativeo would include suggested projects for

decontamination, repair of light damige, repair of heavy damage,
conversion, or new construction. Relative desirability among

alternatives would be weighed on the basis of cost, time to re-

store production, site location, and other pertinent factors.

4. Where possible augmentation of capacity proves inadequate for
restoration of essential production to required levels, attempt

to remove bottlenecks by augmenting necessary supporting capac-

Ity (usually for providing material inputs or construction capa-
bility).

5. Consider requirements for public works projects to restore trans-
portation or commnication links or restore utility services.
Some more imedlate and localized requirements of these types
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might have been met in whole or part under (4) above, but some
might warrant more complete solution. Other less critical re-

quirements might then be considered. Felection amr'g r'0osed

projects would be made on the basis of cost, time to implement,
services to be provided, situation in the vicinity of the proj-
ect site, local availability of.manpower, and equipment.

6. Consider requirements for specific projects for regenerating
other types of industrial capacity. Projects suggested would

be rated after consideration of cost, time to reactivate, need

for output, local and regional environment, technical feasibil-

ity, relation to postattack shortages, and estimates of demand.

7. Consider products and SIC sectors as candidates for relaxation

of some or all controls including price and wage controls, ra-

tioning restrictions, special limitation orders, and other de-

vices that would prevent economic pricing on the basis of con-
sumer preference and effective demand.

8. Develop a system of information exchange on policy intentions,

on emergency demand patterns, on supply-demand imbalances, and
on schedules for lowering emergency taxes, relaxing regulatory

controls, and withdrawing or suspending government loan guaran-
tees or other forms of interim financing or credit extension.

9. Schedule implementation of loss equalization and systems for
financial settlements through laws and policies governing out-

standing questions of liquidation principles and procedures and

clean up other issues of attack-related litigation.

10. Schedule and implement return to a normal free enterprise econ-
om constrained only by normal regulatory controls.

Such a program would present formidable problems in planning, coor-
dination,administration, and control. In the United States, it would
have to be organized as a cooperative endeavor of business; federal, state,
and local governments; and private individuals. The ten phases cited are

amplified and modified in Chapters V and VI, but the present version sug-

gests some of the abnormal problems that would face business managers and
planning staffs in the months or years before recovery has been assured

and normal times restored. In many respects, business executives would
have cause to wonder whether they represent their stockholders or the

country at large. Their problems would resemble those for all-out war

mobilization, intensified and accelerated by an order or magnitude. On
the other hand, government administrators would have been brought in--
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many from field offices or civil life--to deal with economic, pclitical,
and legal problems of great theoretical complexity, but of great practical

significance and hence great general public interest. Organizational and

procedural problems would be monumental. Conventional business manage-

ment along with everyone else could be poorly prepared for decision-making

In such an environment.
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IV DISRUPTION OF CHANNELS OF BUSINESS ACTIVITY

Demand and Prices

The normal economy has many devices for natural selection among eco-
nomic innovations, products, and projects. These include political, cul-
tural and social pressures. The most important forces are those emanat-
ing from marketplace expressions of consumer preferences and behavior
patterns. These normally have direct effect only on consumer products
offered in retail establishments and tend to be observed through evidence

of unexpected demand at established retail prices. Manufacturers can ad-

just in some cases to observed deviations from expected sales by limited
price adjustments, with some consequent shift in profit margins. Extreme
cases of large and persistent deviations will lead to capacity expansion
or, in the unfavorable case, to elimination of items from a product line.

Over time, shifts in demand first generate price changes, then shifts
in the demand for raw materials and labor, and ultimately changes in the
demand for facility expansion, new construction, and producers' goods.
Sudden displacements of demand because of great income shifts, government

actions, disaster, or other drastic changes in the consumers' environment
may vitiate the salutory effect of price changes and produce major shifts

in inventories that cannot be controlled by short term production adjust-

ments.

In the case of a sudden upward shift in demand, facility expansion
is too slow to meet the need. In the case of a downward shift In demand,
plant closure or conversion of the plant to some other use is appropriate.

If the drastic perturbation in demand were the result of an attack,

many whole lines of items could be affected and a broad reorientation of

industry would be necessary. Such a shift would not be easy to appraise

and to respond to (even in many months) since plant conversions take time
and supplies and entail redesign of production lines with new input re-

quirements. Planning the facility conversions would require profitabil-
ity analysis and this would be difficult in the absence of good estimates

of probable prices for outputs and inputs alike. Professional estimates
of some of these prices are the result of trading in the commodity (fu-
tures) markets. 11 these markets were suspended from operation or not
functioning appropriately, even this mechanism for advanced indications

of probable prices would be denied or ineffective. The reactions of
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businessmen would probably be to shut down and await developments. The
clearest and dominating sources of demand would come from government

projects, and business would have to readjust capacity and products ac-
cordingly. Items not in demand would probably disappear from the markets.

The composite effects of such events would be to dry up markets for
all but essential consumer items or items of interest to the federal gov-

*rnment. Some time would be required before new high-demana items could

be identified and the process of supplying and organizing production lines

could be initiated. Scarcity of producers' items and various materials

would grow, and their prices would become inflated. At this point, the

government would probably Intervene with price freezes, priorities, lim-

itation orders, and some form of consumer rationing. Spreading price

limitations would exaggerate demand and greatly increase apparent short-
ages (and real shortages as hoarding began). From this point on, the

government would have effectively taken over the role of the marketplace

in naming prices--not only for controlled items but for others as well.

If controls were extended to items on the commodity markets, no materi-

als would be left subject to open bidding, and general rationing of ma-
terials would become necessary. The government could then be denied any

external basis for price setting, and profit margins would adjust to

shifts in prices and costs implicit in government contracts. For better

or worse, the government would be establishing markets through specific

contract negotiations.

In normal times, the price mechanlea--and particularly the comaodity

markets--tend to provide an orientation to the whole economy by estab-

lishing the relative profitability of different final demand products

when offered for sale at prices attractive to the manufacturer. This

machanism (through which individual citizen consumers cast their votes

for some products over others) would not be necessary immediately after

the attack since food and essential survival items have the highest

value. Choices among alternative foods might be few and relatively un-

important. Later in the rehabilitation period when alternative products

could be made available, the price mechanism would be needed again to

provide a steering device for the economW. Reorganization of the com-

modity markets is a first step in meeting this requirement.

The Securities Market

The second most Important free auction market in the economy is the

securities market, or explicitly, the exchanges. These institutions play

a major role in channeling Investment funds into the hands of those busi-

ness managers who happen to have inspired the most confidence among the
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persons in a position to invest. In the immediate postattack period, In-
vestment would be particularly important, but the securities markets would

not, because the major investment needs would be for public welfare proj-

ects such as bridges, highways, housing, and heavy industry. In fact,

closure of the markets (suspension of trading) is generally considered

desirable to prevent undue speculative activity.

Governmental funds come from taxes or from borrowing effected through

sale of bonds offered as duly authorized bond issues. New borrowing and

increases in income tax and tax withheld from wages could be combined to

finance government activity. At some point, funding should again be di-

rented into corporate channels to support facility repair, conversion,

and expansion. If conditions remained very uncertain, such financing

also might have to come from the government or at least be guaranteed

by it. Ultimately, some restoration of a market in corporate stocks or

bonds would be desirable.

In normal times, the investors' choice among individual stocks or

bonds and his overall choice between storks as a group and bonds as a

group depends on his expectations of future dividends, appreciation, in-

terest rates, the future possibilities for alternative investments, and

his desire to share in the selection of corporate management. Immediately

after the attack, information would be lacking about the health of indi-

victual companies. The stock markets would (if operative) be subject to
wild movements in the absence of any rational basis for stock analysis.

Moreover, there could be a number of opportunists engaged in efforts to

gain control of particular companies and a rash of proxy fights might

further agitate the market. As a result of this and the effects of gov-

ernment borrowing on interest rates, bond prices would probably be de-

pressed and unstable. During this period, a case could be made for let-

ting corporate investment funds come from or through the government.

After adequate stabilization of economic affairs was achieved, it
would become desirable to return the job of channeling investment funds

among the various corporations to the security markets. In general,

transfers of securities in the exchanges do not provide such funds di-

rectly but do so through effects on the market for new stock or bond is-

sues--whether or not these are offered to the public. Through the action

of the securities markets, therefore, the individual private investor in-

fluences the flow of capital directly and also influences it indirectly

through support from institutional investors; i.e., .mutual funds or fi-

nancial corporations authorized to hold corporate stock or bond portfo-

lios. Re-establishment of the securities markets thus would free the

government from direct decisions contreliIng use of capital.
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In 1963, investment funds came from various sources In proportions
and amounts a. shown in Table 12. The financial effects noted in Chap-

ter II would greatly change this picture. In a very real sense, no funds

would be available immediately after an attack if past obligations and

fiscal structure were not to be honored, since new investment could then

be funded only from current income set aside. In practice, the situation

would be somewhat different--perhaps resembling the proportions given in

the last row of Table 12, assuming that consumer expenditures could be

kept to perhaps 50 percent of GNP. In the absence of consumer products,

such a high savings ratio might be achieved, at least initially. The

split between withholding taxes and sales of government bonds in such a

situation would be rather arbitrary, since the ultimate source would in-
trinsically be the private wage earner, but a half and half split might

be plausible psychologically.

Intermediaries

As previously mentioned, there has always existed in the United

States a large number of individuals or organizations engaged as inter-

mediaries between manufacturers end their ultimate sources of supply or

their ultimate customers. On the supply side, many dealers in materials

exist as indicated in Table 13, which shows volumes handled, the number

of companies and employees involved. Parts, components, and subassem-

blies are usually supplied through subcontracts, but general purchase

items might be obtained from dealers and other sources in the propor-

tions as shown for 1963 in Table 13. Production equipment of special-

ized types is often purchased under contract, but middlemen may help to

locate supplies or may represent equipment manufacturers. General pur-

pose equipment is frequently sold directly but also is available from

dealers (e.g., members of the American Machinery Dealers Associatiol for
used equipment).

On the distribution or marketing side, manufacturers frequently us.
brokers or distributors even if they have their own sales organizations,

and the organizations that find equipment will be representing buyers

for some items and sellers for other items.

All these middlemen combine experience in and knowledge of several

industries with Information on and personal contacts with sources of sup-

ply and possible markets. Altogether, these intermediaries may number

in the thousands and may employ as many as three million agents or rep-

resentatives, Zstablished brokers, distributors, or wholesalers are
normally classed ,uder wholesale trade, and account for nearly 95 per-
cent of the total employment in the field. Manufacturers representatives
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IJ

and diversified operators account for the rest--these specialize in car-

tain product lines or in certain kinds of buyers.

The portions of this group of primary Interest are those concerned

with producers' goods rather than retailer outlets. These agents nor-

mally use a number of different modes of search: advertisements in trade

and association Journals or publications, canvass of clients or potential

clients, telephone inquiries to one another (usually via known specialists

within a larger group), and knowledge of capabilities of particular vend-

ors or of needs of particular manufacturers. In general, such activities
would be even more important in the postattack period than now, and most
of the methods of the trade would still be operable. Several circum-

stances would hamper efficient operations, however. The fact that at

least one-tenth and possibly as much as nine-tenths of the potential

sources of supply or of demand might be eliminated would reduce the places

to search and the chances of finding matches. Some initial effort would
be required to establish which were missing and to 4evise lists of com-
panies and persons to contact. Reduction in ease of finding desired items
or sources would intensify the volume of search activity. Transportation

difficulties would constrain the search for heavy goods or materials to

regions neighboring the source of the requirement. The general prevalence
of light damag would increase the availability of used, but possibly un-

serviceable, itc-ms as well as the need for an accelerated capability for

reclaiming and repairing machine tools. The general reorientation of in-

dustry to meet changed demand would greatly alter the demand patterns for
producers' goods and would intensify the search effort for som~e industry

combinations. For those agents who were searching for or representing

sources for custom-built equipment or specialized contract-constructed
facilities, greatly increased demand would force consideration of less

appropriate or marginal sources and widen the field of search with re-

spect to kinds of manufacturers to be contacted. Restrictions on or

Incrcasod rclative cost of personal travel and transportation would re-
quire increased reliance on correspondents for investigation of and re-

porting on possible items or sources of supply. Relaxation of specifi-

cations right occur but a premium would be placed on complete and accurate

verification of the adequacy of candidate offerings.

Collectively, these factors would tend to increase the requirements
placed on and importance of the middlemen associated with moving produc-

ers' goods. None of these factors would appear to prohibit norm.! meth-

ods of operation of the agents, but all would tend to increase the costs

and reduce the efficiency of their activities. A concomitant effect

would be an Increase in the comminication. load associated with the ac-

tivity--particularly over channels used in support of the hyperactive

industries. With a general reduction in less important communcatons
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because of reduced capacity and increased cost, equipment and supplier

search could occupy a much greater fraction of the total communications

work load.

As previously mentioned, credit rating activity for business-to-

business transactions would become more significant. Information re-

quired might be more sophisticated, partly because of a need for reas-

surance on both financial responsibility and technical capability, partly

because of a more fluid or volatile business community, and partly be-

cause of a generally less experienced management class. A service such

as Dn and Bradstreet could play a more important role, but correspond.-

ents or investigators might require the assistance of technical advisers.

More frequent updating of files and more complete documentation might

also become necessary.

Other Business Services

Advertising account executives, market research groups, sales -organ-
; izations, data processing experts, traffic routing experts, security an&-

lysts, and accounting and legal advisors might continue to perform their

present functions but would find their environment and working conditions

greatly altered. Printed news media would be greatly reduced in number

and in frequehcy of issues. Institution.l and employment advertising may

be relatively more important than advertising of products.

Analysis of the restricted markets for the products of plant conver-

sion could be important for project evaluation and for new issue under-

writing. Surviving data processizg equipment would be scarne, overloaded,

and possibly requisitioned by government. Joint operation or time shar-

ing of computers might alleviate this problem and a retury 'm manual ac-

counting might be necessary for smaller operations. Lxpe2 ;V.'e in traffic

routing, accomnting and auditing, and law would be scarce, t great de-

sand, and badly in need of updating. Fragmented and restructured trans-

port nets would require study and updating of rate structures. Bankruptcy

and liquidation proceedings night occupy many accountants and lawyers,

and changing laws and regulations could complicate their activities. Gen-

eral uncertainty and scarcity of experienced and Imaginative advisers of

all types might make expert counsel somewhat untrustworthy, and might fur-

ther complicate business planning.

Business decisions would have to be made at a greatly accelerated
pacc in the absence of relevant information and without staff or time for

adequate analysis. For some time, knowledgeable exports would be needed

to train new administrators and retrain old ones. Such factors could not

help reducing the efficiency and productivity of business and Industrial

operations.
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The extent of such degradation of productivity is hard to estimate,I
but it would increase more than in proportion to the general level of

damage.
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V RELATIONSHIPS AMONG FEDERAL, STAIE, AND

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

The preservation of a free enterprise economy has been a traditional

aim and policy of the U.S. government. In times of military crises, how-

ever, some resort to direct economic controls has always occurred. After

the massive damage that would result from nuclear attack, it is inconceiv-

able that drastic and varied controls would be entirely avoided. The im-

position of controls is, in a very real and tangible sense, a disturbing

influence on the economy, and the net effects of controls are a reduction

of national output below maximum potential--if actual and potential out-

put is measured by national product in real prices.

Government Controls

Considerations of equity and the desire to supply essential survival

items to the greatest number of people would force the government to es-
tablish a rationing system and a system of price fixing--at least for ra-

tioned items. The imposition of some controls inevitably leads to the

introduction of others. The drastic changes in relative abundance of

labor and facilities, as well as other imbalances, would also exert pres-

sure for controls. Facility shortages, combined with surpluses of mar-

ginal labor, could lower real wages significantly; a value as low as a

tenth of preattack levels is not inconceivable. Shortage of skilled

workers and managerial talents could increase the spread of wage rates
to politically unstable levels, if heavily progressive withholding taxes
were rot imposed immediately. Wage controls might be tried instead, but

could tamper recovery if upward mobility of labor into higher skills were

thereby discouraged.

Real increases in transport costs should favor increased regional
self-sufficiency buc commensurate increases in freight rates could freeze

regional imbalances by making adjustments uneconomical. Depressed areas

so created would require government freight subsidies or government fi-

nanced worker relocation. The relative predominance of traditional or

new public works projects in the GNP would also increase the role of gov-

ernment. These and other rigidities or anomalies would force a vast In-

crease in the involvement of government in economic matters. Moreover,

the relationships among federal, state, and local governments would be

very different from their normal character. Business would be heavily
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affected by government regulation in unprecedented ways; this regulation

would come from all levels of governmental authority.

Local Governments and Business

Increased needs for regional self-sufficiency would force interac-

tion between business and local governments and would serve to lessen

the authority or managerial freedom of corporate headquarters. Local

plant management would have to be integrated into local economic develop-

sent planning. Increased emphasis on local planning, moreover, would

prevail just when local planning would be in greatest need for national

guidance.

In practice, this would lead to what has been termed input-oriented

planning--especially at the local level. This would be characterized by

local attempts to use locally available materials, manpower, facilities,

and other resources as fully as possible for production to meet the

greatest needs of the local markets. With this accomplishod, residual

resources could be diverted to other production, maximizing 'he ratios

of value added to real transport costs, including costs of making mate-

rial imports and those for product export. This allocation of local re-

sources might be reasonable if prices and freight rates were not arbi-

trarily held below real values. ExcEptions could be adjusted for in the

national interest by subsidies. All such considerations, however, would

complicate the planning environment for local (probably inexperienced)

plant management.

The necessity for local business and local plant managements of

large corporations to interact with or participate in local planning

groups, as well as state and federal agencies, would impose an unusual

burden on management. Legal problems cfted previously would be compli-
cated by an increased reporting burden, including preparation and filing

of claims of war loss for validation and for ultimate compensation in

whole or in part under loss-sharing policies of the federal government.

In some localities, programs for mass feeding, group medical attention,

car pooling or commute bus arrangements would all impose on business an
increased concern for the welfare of employees of the businesses and

their families.

If the government could minimize or avoid direct controls for eco-

nomic stabilization, some combination of savings bond sales and novel

taxes would complicate the withholding and tax collecting activities as-

sociated with business payroll preparation. Special industrial reporting
procedures and manpower reports would also mean increased clerical bur-

dens for business.
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The Federal Government and Business

All of this means that business would be heavily involved with the

federal government and vice versa: business would rely on government

for national guidance; government would rely on business for local plan-

ning, plan implementation, and inforumtion; and there would be some del-

egation of functions back and forth. If this circuit of interlocking

responsibility and authority (and the confusion that would be associated
with it) were not to degrade productivity unduly, some methods or incen-
tives would have to be found for placing national aims above local in-

terest and for assuring that long-range problems are not forgotten in

the more pressing problems of immediate survival. Some discounting of

the future would be necessary, and a high rate of discount would undoubt-

edly be appropriate, but it should not be so great that it precluded fa-

cility augmentation. In a situation of shattered and costly transporta-

tion, emphasis on local problems at the expense of remote ones would also

be desirable, but probably this local emphasis should not be as great as

psychologically likely or even as dictated by freight costs.

To understand more specifically what might be expected to occur, it

is instructive to consider the state of current planning for recovery,
to appraise this in the light of limited past experience here and else-
where, and in the light of possible circumstances. This has been done

partially in various earlier studies.1'3 '3 A brief summary here of some

of the material will suffice for the present discussion.

Current Plans Related to Vulnerability

The relevant plans include the comprehensive state and national plans,
generated under the guidance of the OEP (Office of Emergency Planning);

the loss equalization planning of OEP. the FRB, and the Treasury Depart-

ment; survival plans of OCD; and plans for the ODR (Office of Defense

1. Dresch, Francis W., and Hazel Ellis, Methodology for Assessing Total

Vulnerability (prepared for Office of Civil Defense), Stanford Re-
search Institute, Menlo Park, California, August 1966.

2. Dresch, Francis W., Review of Research on the Supply-Requirements

Problem (prepared for Office of Emergency Planning), Stanford Re-

search Institute, Menlo Park, California, February 1962.

3. Dresch, Francis W., Resource Management for Economic Recovery Follow-
ing Thermonuclear Attack, Part I: "A System for Synthesis and Feed-

back of Essential Information"; Part II: "Effective Control of Re-
sources in Recovery Management (prepared for Office of Emergency
Planning), Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California, June

1964 and January 1965.
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Resources), the ESA (Economic Stabilization Agency), the ONT (Office of

Emergency Transportation), and other actual, standby, or paper organia-

tions with some official recognition. Partislly relevant experience may

be found in previous war economies--both here and in foreign countries.

In general, it will be evident that none of this experience is comparable

to probable circumatancet and that existing plans constitute mci-ely the

embryonic precursors of probable business-government involvement. Fi-

nally, it will be evident that actual organization would probably be very

different from anything here imagined. Some insight into possible organ-

izatLonal evolution can be derived from a more abstract functional anal-

ysis of managerial requirements, which will be provided.

It is the stated policy of the federal government that in the event

of a nuclear attack, a program for loss equalization will be implemented.

The plans to date envisage the establishment of an administrative ageocy,

the AVBC (Asset Validation and Equalization Corporation), with responsi-

bility for accepting and examining loss claims, establishing In pre.-ttack

prices the extent of the loss, and for certifying as to the same. The

extent and time of reimbursement and the principles and procedures to be

followed, remain under discussion by OEP, the FRB, and the Treasury De-
partment. The original proposals of the FRI envisaged the AVEC certifi-

cates of loss as transferble (and thus negotiable) under specified cir-

cumsutances end acceptable as legal tender for payment of proposed net

worth taxes--the latter intended to accumlate revenues from which the

certificates might ultimptely be redeemed. Since the net worth tax is

unconstitutional as outside the taxing powers of the federal government,

an amendment to the Constitution would be required. Waether or not this

type of tax (essentially on surviving net assets or their subsequent

growth) were adopted, and whether or not the AVEC agency was to play a

role as a financial agency with loan and tax powers and self-liquidating

liabilities, the plan was:

1. To guarantee only partial indemnification

2. To avoid actions inimical to recovery

3. To exclude consideration of losses incurred by federal, state,

and local governments (which were construed as capable of re-

covery via their tax powers)

4. To provide Indemnification only after recovery was well under

way and subject to an orderly time schedule.

The basic concept, as initially proposed, was rather attractive in

that it would (1) ultimately reimburse the unfortunate from the fortunes

of the fortunate; (2) not affect the normal taxing powers or delegations
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of federal, state, and local governments; (3) provide funds for self-

liquidating rehabilitation loans; and (4) permit an orderly redemption

of the certificates after a normal economy was re-established. The prin-

cipal problems were the net worth tax and the seminegotiable character

of the certificates, which could generate inflationary pressures on the

economy.

Although a loss indemnification plan was instituted in postwar West

Germany under the allied military government for token nayments, the AVEC

plan is unprecedented and untried. A combination of corporate and indi-

minmie henecssryta icreases Iudtemividual income tax increases could fund the main features of the plan with

approximately the same incidence as the net worth tax, and a high rate

of interest on rehabilitation loans might bring in additional revenues to
minimize the necessary tax increases.

No matter what procedures were ultimately adopted, the loss equali-

zation policy would constitute a major involvement of the government in

economic affairs and would affect the subsequent evolution of society.

Whether or not AVEC becomes a financial agency, the chances are great

that the federal government would become a major ftaancial agency.

Plans for the ODR are patterned after the resource and claimancy

agency structure followed in the latter stages of World War II and in

the Korean conflict. Certain agencies such as BDSA of the Department of

Commerce and the Departments of Labor, Agriculture, Interior, Transporta-

tion, and HEW would be responsible for and cognizant of appropriate re-

sources, with the task of organizing effort or production to meet national

needs as seen by certain other agencies (claimancy agencies) such as DOD,
HEW, and probably HUD. The resource agencies would also have claimancy
functions in behalf of the industries they represent. ODR, with full use

of an expanded OEP staff, would coordinate resources and claims and ad-

judicate conflicts. Controls envisaged include the classical indirect

controls such as rediscount rates, debt management, currency reform, and

direct controls such as rationing, allocations of critical materials, li-

mitation orders, and financing. With general recovery plans as guidance

and emergency powers, ODR would attempt to guide the shattered economy
to recovery.

With heavy reliance placed on the Defense aterial System of BOSA,
which would use controls on critical (generally stockpile-type) materials

in World War II fashion to guide the economy, these plans do not appear

l.ikely to operate well and would probably evolve rapidly into a more de-
tailed interaction between )DR's group of delegate agencies and private

business.
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In the early postattack period, delays in reconstituting the federal

government and in establishing effective operation and expansion of emer-

gency agencies would throw the burden of stabilizing the economy on agen-

cies of the individual states. Through emergency powers of the governors,

delegated powers from the President, and standby legislation, most of the

individual states have developed plans patterned after OEP suggestions

for performing this interim role. Again, som oversimplification of prob-

lea, mom overoptimism as to the capabilities of state and local govern-

mants to take on new functions, and some underestimate of the requirements

for recovery management make these plans appear unrealistic. One could

therefore expect to see in the early period extensive revamping and ex-

tension of these plans beyond present specifications.

An important omission from all these plans is a device or mechanism

for assigning relative importance to alternative objectives and for as-

sensing real costs. In the absence of a free market system after imposi-

tion of controls, no natural mechanism for pricing alternatives would

exist and even a free market system would probably respond too errati- I
cally to transient circumstances and too sluggishly to major trends and

imbalances to be effective. A new mechanism or conceptual forulation

for imputing values could be a prime necessity for assessment of trade-

offs. The problem is not so much that of re-establishing a market mech-
anism for inferring consumer preferences and utilities, but one for ra-

tional costing of direct and embodied effort. Soa~e such costing would

be essential for realistic appraisal of alternative programs of recon-

struction. Social welfare aspects of public works programs have always
raised confusing and controversial issues. These would be of dominating
importance In a period when a large part of the natinnal effort could be
devoted to what Is essentially a vast interdepende:.t public works program.

Historical precedents in postwar West Germany, Japan, and Italy have
convinced some economists of the economic undesirability of controls or

other constraints or any tampering with natural economic pressures. These

situations, moreover, were relatively stable and normal compared with pos-

sible postattack circumstances when controls and other meddling would be

even more difficult tc monitor. Finally, these situations were mitigated

by massive aid from an external source (the United States) and no such

aid could be expected after nuclear war.

Table 14 lists a number of functions normally associated with either

operational or long range planning for government or business. It fu.'sther

indicates probable changes in the relative importance of the function to I
national, regional, or local business management and to federal, state,

or local governments In the postattack situation. These forecasts of

change are based on estimates of the shifts in requirements and availa-

bility of information for the decision-making entailed in the various
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Table 14

PROBABLE ATTACK-INDUCED CHANGES IN THE IMPORTANCE OF
PLANNING FUNCTIONS TO GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS

Changes In Importance to:
Business Management Government

Planning Function Local Regional National Local State Federal

New facilities .... 0 +

Facility expansion - - - 0 0 +

Facility repair - - + + +

New products + 0 - + 0 + 1
Product mix + 0 - + +

Production schedules + - - + + +

Materials + 0 - + + +

Traffic routing + + + + +

Distribution + 0 - + 0 +

Marketing - - + 0 +

Promotion - 0 0 0

Sta ifing - 0 + +

Cash flows + - 0 0 + +

iinancing - 0 0 0 +

Highway planning + 0 - + + +

Utility service + 0 - 0 0 +

Housing + - - + + +

SCumr, r" t i ng + -- + -

Feeding + - - + + +

Rationing + + + +

Pricing + -- + + + -

Legend: + - Increase in importance. I•

I
- = Decrease in importance.
0 = No significant change in importance
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functior. Whether or not the individual predictions are correct, the

main impressions that might be drawn from Table 14 are probably correct;

i.e., one should expect an Increase in planning responsibilities of local

buslness management and all echelons of government as well as increased

involvement of local business management in publ!- welfare problems.

5]

I Ii
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VI VULNERABILITY OF PRODUCTIVITY AND

ECONOMIC LIFE

Effects on Management Concepts

Past studies' have indicated that the aggregate capacity of facili-

ties lost in (or surviving) a thermonuclear attack would fall into a

range of from one- to four-fifths of preattack capacity. The actual

position within this range would depend on the nature and effectiveness

of the attack. Whether or not output from the facilities that would

survive could achieve or exceed rated capacity would depend on the balance

among such changes as introduction of multishift operations, substitution

of labor for capital, increase in working hours per week, worker skills

and morale, bottlenecks, transportation and communication problems, and -

changes in product mix.

The organizational questions that have been the primary concern of

the preceding five chapters indicate that uncertainties in predicting

the technical efficiency of the economy might look small compared with

even greater uncertainties in assessing possible degradation of produc-

tivity through failure of management. The dangers would not be primarily

related to the quality of management, but rather to the possible effects

of a sociocultural lag in adaptation to an unfamiliar environment. Ap-

propriate responses to the drastic changes in economic conditions are not

well established. If they cannot be devised and persuasively defended

now, could they be devised and implemented during the first few weeks of

the struggle for survival?

siske 9- 1-! -1-,( -Re-ilbe chq-7,'q t:._, LI d id ttirb -.ir-

mal practice or destroy the basis for traditional management concepts.

If these changes did occur, secondary pressures would also trouble gov-

ernment and business management. Some of these pressures are listed in

Table 16 along with countermeasure alternatives. Considered together,

these changes would require a large increase iii the economic roles of

local business and the federal and local governments. These shifts would

1. Dresch, Francis W., and Hazel Ellis, Methodology for Assessing Total

Vulnerability (prepared for Office of Civil Defense), Stanford Re-

search Institute, Menlo Park, California, August 1966.
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Table 15

CHANGES THAT WOULD DLShuItI TRADITIONAL MANAGEMhkNT CONCTPTS

Disturbance to or Reversal of: Has Impact on:

Worker reliance on public or private Local business mana-cMent
transportation for community and shop-
ping

Regional or centralized vouchering of Local business management

corporate disbursements

Small share of sales to government Business manager-_nt

Corporate autonomy in facility expan- Corporate moaagement

sion

Specialization of industry and substi- Local and corporate management
t.tion of transportation for local in-

tegration and self-sufficiency

Continuing substitution of capital for Local busilt.ss and federal
labor government

Increasing demands on labor skills Business and government

Reliability of business credit Local business and federal I
government

Sanctity of contracts Local business and federal I
government

Pressures for new product development Corporate management

The existence of a consumer market for Local business

sophisticated products

Increasing regional interdependence of Local business and federal
industry government 9

Increasing struggle for and reliance on Local business and corporate
national markets management

Reliance on reliable and responsive Local industry and all levels

utility services of management I
I
I
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Table 16

SECONDARY PRtEsURES ON BUSINESS AIND COUNTERMEASURE ALTZRNATIVES

Secondary Pressures Countermeasure A)*,rnatives

Absenteei sm Reshuffling housing •

Company barracks

Company commissary

Company feeding

Company dispensary

Localizing of accounting Increase clerical and G/A staffs

Establish community clearing agency

Plant accounting for Add government contract experts

government Simplify and standardize government reportinv

Pressure for intercorpo- Suspend anticooperation aspects of antitrust
rate cooperation Weaken control of plants by corporate manage-

ment

Organize cooperative construction of new fa-
cilities

Local self-sulticiency Continuing analysis of export-import balance
and independence of trans- and alternatives to minimize tra- port
port Develop possibilities for local :ubstitution

Transport dies, templates, and plans rather
than items

Restrict highly specialized equipment to
I unique production

Substitution of labor for Job analysis to simplify training and skill
capital requirements

Emphasize full utilization of equipment

Emphasis on widening laucr On-the-job training
market Increasing number of assembly line stations

Sepzraticn of • Z..ca. , , ti'n tsks

Establish local but Develop national standards for authorized
official credit local credit reporting system

Restore national boundary system

Redefinition of contract Possible tripartite contracts with government

forms mediation

Reoriented produ~ction Plant conversion programs
Retraining personnel
Reorganizing production lines

Reduced demand for sophis- Morale building and skill maintenance programs

ticated products for workers

Regional independence of Further modification of product lines to lo-
industry calize sources of parts and materials

Drying up of national Short production runs
markets

Unreliable utilities Standby utilities
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be accompanicd by a corresponding reduction in the economic importance

of state governments as well as that of regional and national corporate

managements. Such changes might not be important in themselves but could

become important because of the inherent difficulties that the federal

government would encounter in disengaging I.tself from business matters

or that business could experience in disengaging iteelf from local public

a:fairs.

In the case of government, a primary problem would be the relaxation

of economic controls. The severity of this problem would be less if di-

rect or rigid controls were avoided, because i.,direct control through

taxes, debt management, and rediscount rates could be relaxed gradually.

Direct controls (such as price fixing; material and manpower allocations;

and direct governr.:nt control -nd support of fillity expansion, agricul-

ture, transportation, and utilities) tend to leave the economy far from

its natural equilibriuim and can produce rather drastic and erratic reac-

tions when they are rescinded; even if this is carefully scheduled prod-

uct by product or item by item.

In the case of business, primary problems would relate to restora.-

tion of normal interbusiness relations, reduction of the influence of

business entities In local political affairs without losing too rapidly

the support and public services of individual business leaders, and res-

toration of normal decision-making procedures to substitute for ad hoc

committees and other emergency arrangements. I

The problems of restoring traditional separation of business and

governmental functions become more evident if the nature of possible

emergency measures is considered in greater detail, particularly those
affecting local business management. The federal government would, through

the operations of the ODR and its delegate resource and clainnsacy agencies

and their supporting analytical staffs, establish general policies for the
oricntation of the rehabilitation and later recovery effort, To do this
ef1eutiveiy, the government would need more information as to the precise

state of the economy than ever before. Much of this information would

have to be collected from business--particularly from local plant manage-

ment--and processed through an elaborate network of information proces-

sing and abstracting organizations. At the federal level, concern would

center primarily on major issues of national or at least regional impact.

Action would consist priiarily of specific support and control of facil-

ity construction, preparation of policies, and dissemination of geiharal

guidance to local resource and recovery management agencies. These local I
agencies of unprecedented character would have considerable authority and

autonomy for integrating available facilities (irrespective of corporate i
ownership) and other resources including materials and manpower.
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As ientioned previously, the primary task of management as a wholeIwould be to divert enough productive capacity to the repairt conversion,
or reconbtruction of facilities, without threatening immediate survival.

The U.S. economy has relied heavily on low cost transportation to achieve

a high degree of specialization in industry. This has resulted in a loss
of regional self-sufficiency, a high degree of centralization for mrny

particular industries, and a great interdependence among industries. More-

over, economies of scale have led to heavy dependence on national and often

international markets. Finally, production has been geared to the exist-
ence of a large consumer market. The high intrinsic cost of transportation
(with some possible isolation of parts of the country), the collapse of

the consumer market here and abroad (and drastic reorientation of the na-

ture of this market), the great expansion of demand for construction and

production of goods supporting it (oriented toward public works, housing,

or facility expansion), and a massive deurbanization (from the point of

view of residences if not place of work) would all tend to leave surviving
industry rather poorly adapted to urgent needs.

The useful output from surviving production facilities coula not be
expected to reach the levels that might be achieved if plants were per-

mitted to work exclusively on the product mix for which they were designed

and at the volumes for which they were most efficient. Moreover, the de-

sirability of increasing regional or local self-sufficiency would lead to

some sacrifice of the efficiency gained through specialization. These and

other factors would make it imperative to see that no usable plants were

left idle at any time. The primary damage that might result from poor

management would come from failure to get facilities promptly into pro-
duction directed to most urgent needs. This is particularly true for the

first couple of months during which time Immediate current requirements

would be greatest and available facilities at a minimum.

The urgency of the situation thus would require rapid decisions and
immediate action. The implementing action would have to occur locally,

but the guidance of the overall effort would have to come from ODR or some

agency in a position to consider the situation nationally and to match ca-

pacity to national needs.

Plans for ODR do not as yet specifically provide for the degree of
local involvement that would undoubtedly be necessary in the aftermath of
a massive thermonuclear attack. Moreover, these plans do not cover the

detailed information required for recovery management. There are good

and sufficient reasons for confining emergency plans to broader issues

at the present time. These reasons are primarily rooted in questions of
political timing, but there are inherent technical difficulties in design-

ing and implementing a complete and detailed plan. At some time, the open
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issues about sources and flows of information would be resolved. The

nature of the ultimate solution is a matter of conjecture but the best

clues regarding the likely developments can be obtained frio considering

the probable economic situation and the functional and irformstional re-

quirements for recovery management.

Facilities would be at a premium, and the dominant tivk would be. to

utIlize the functioning facilities for production of tiE Ailhest priorJty.

However, priority shifts and immediate needs could not t- .,laJwed to n re-

clude entirely Zhe appropriate consideration of longer ra We requr%-1nents.

The availability of inventories for immediate survival would give some

leeway, but the irreducible minimum lead times required to prepare facil-

ities for replenishment of these inventories would dictate that such prep-

arations be started promptly. The decisions to be made in the struggle

for survival in the long run would include some of the most difficult de-

cisions ever encountered in total economic planning. The planning would

have to allocate available resources to balance immediate requirements

and future ones. Long run plens would be worthlesc if the economy failed

to survive earlier periods. Efforts for immediate survival would be wasted

if they dissipated time or resources needed to assure continued survival. I
Planning Schedule

Planning would have to be formulated in terms of a master schedule

and with much of the philosophy and methodology of PERT-cost scheduling.

If this were to be done simultaneously on a local, regional, and national

basis, the detail work required would become formidable. Table 17 lists

some of the generic tasks that would have to be included in such a plan

and Figure 1 provides an illustrative GANTT chart for incorporating some

of these items in an integrated plan. Figure 1 is greatly oversimplified

and restrictod to a _..,t.1L: lusnl or reg4 onal plan. The timing indica-

tiona are pure guessv and ore included for illustrative purposes only

but are probably correct in requiring that most of these tasks be started

during the first three months. Figure 1 would in practice be supplemented

by other charts for local or regional plans and for specific detail. I

The point to be made here is merely that some such detailed schedul-

Ing would probably be essential for long run survival. The preparation

of any such plan would not he a one-time task but would be a continuing

effort requiring quick tentative skeletons to be filled in and revised f

as necessary or possible. The required interactions among local and fed-

eral agencies, business managements and governmental bodies, labor and !
management, finance and industry, trade, and the consuming public would

be far reaching and unprecedented. Table 18 lists some of the trade-ofis

to be considered and constantly re-evaluated at all echelons of management.
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Table 17

TYPES OF COMMUNITY OR REGIONAL REHABILITATION TASKS FOR A LOCAL PLAN

Rustoration of essential utilities j
Simplification of utility networks, improvising local utility arrangements

Impounding, measuring, and conserving supplies, gasoline, and diesel fuel

Impounding and inventorying foods and food materials

Impounding, inventorying, and establishing control of drugs, pharmaceuti-
cals, and medical supplies

Canvassing local possibilities for petroleum refining

Conducting a process inventory on local plants

Preparing a bill of essential local requirements

Checking local processes and material sources to meet all requirements
possible locally

Investigate, if necessary with federal assistance, import sources for
deficits

Prepare schedule of exportable surpluses

Start high priority production included in preliminary plan

Identify labor and material requirements to support this production

Allocate labor and materials available and import remainder

Allocate remaining process capacity to second priority uses

Allocate labor and materials available and schedule material and component

inflows

Arrange for shipments of any exportable surpluses included in local output

Start local foc- procudding

Start peripheral agriculture

Start debris clearance on a priority schedule

Consider billeting, barracks operation, or other temporary housing

Start housing projects

Consider commuting and public transit problem

Reorganize local retail trade

Reorganize wholesaling and brokerage functions

Reorganize expeditors, merchandising agents, and manufacturers represen-
tatives

Reorganize credit functions and banking system

Re-establish and reorganize legislature
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Table 17 (concluded)

Re-establish and reorganize courts

Establish voter registration lists and election machinery

Establish ration boards, price control boards, and other emergency agencies

Reorganize school system

i
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Figure 1

SAMPLE GANNT CHARI lUR SCHEDULING SIART OF REHABILITATION TASKS

Week
Task 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Shelter -
Sorties

Registration

issue ration evidence
Issue freeze orders

Establish living quarters m
Assess damage
Impound inveintories m
Estirate inventories
List and rank requirements

Start distribution of rationed

items

Identify and class facilities
Schedule priority production m
Locate breaks in utilities
Make easiest repairs

Find sources of diesel fuel
Consider local diesel pro-
duction

Work out billeting

Schedule utility repairs

Re-establish communications
Re-establish outgoing transport
Establish worker housing

Re-establish banking for local

industryI
Rank debris clearance projects
Rtik decontamination and

repair projects I
Start decont amination
Start debris clearance .

Rank facility repair projects -
Start facility repair
Start facility conversion _ - .
Establish need for relocaticA

Start relocation

Establish facility project

review procedures
Re-establish election machinery

and voter registration lists
Specify criteria for establish-

ing management author4'y for

facility control
Work out loss equalization planPublicize loss equalization

program

Establish loss claim procedures
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The data bank requirements for centralized management of the details

of such a network of schedules would be imnractical today and inconceiv-

able for the postattack situation. In the absence of such a centralized

data bank, the actual implementation of decisions embodied in the ached- f
uling process would depend heavily on local management groups. The func-

tions of these groups would include management of all local activities

in the scheduling process, balancing out material and resource availabil-

ities against requirements, enordinating efforts to import net require-

ments or dispose of net surpluses, and finally, negctiating with regional

or national scheduling agencies to obtain revisions of infeasible sched-

ules and to obtain outside assistance where needeG to meet schedules. The

exact organization of these groups, the sources of their staffs (whether

federal employees, local volunteers, or ipecialized recruits), and the

sources, scope, and nature of their authority and responsibility are not

important to the present discussion, It suffices to recognize that func-

tions of these types would have o be carried out locally and that tradi-

tional business management would be inadequate for such purposes unless

drastically modified to take on such unusual functions.

The problem of relaxation of controls would not affect productivity

in periods prior to recovery but fear of such problems could constrain

the manner in which controls are imposed initially and could thus affect

productivity indirectly. This would be true if drastic controls were al-

ready the beat immediate or interim solution, but were rejected in favor

of less effective measures chosen to avoid 'withdrawal symptoms." This

would certainly be the case if adoption of inadequate controls led to

runaway inflation. This could also happen if excessive respect for the

rights of personal or corporate property permitted wasteful competition,

monopolistic withholding of productive effort, or other underutilization

or improper use of facilities. If portions of the economy were left near

the margin of survival, such waste could be catastrophic.

Vulnerability Characteristics

The following circumstances could dominate the situation following

severe thermonuclear damage:

1. Normal modes ol short haul transportation could be unavailable,

including private autos, mass transit, and regular public car- Iriers,

2. Facilities would be scarce and needed primarily for production

unfamiliar to management and for which the plants were ill-

suited.
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3. Plant operations would be subject to uncertainties in delivery
of supplies.

4. Planning at all levels would not be a question of modifying or

expanding established activities, but would entail charting a

new course in unfamiliar waters.

5. Corporate holdings evolved through adaptation to normal economic

growth would be Ill-adapted to the new situation.

6. Profit incentives would lack normal correlation with individual,

corporate, and national objectives.

In other terms, many familiar practices and economic guides would

be inappropriate. Specifically, we would find workers forced to spend

many hours on foot walking to work or would have to find places for them

to sleep in or near their places of employment. We would find consumers

spendirg many hours on foot walking to markets and carrying their pur- I
chases home, or we would have to find some means of delivering their pur-

chases or of bringing the market near them. We would find plants designed

for production of luxury consumer goods such as radios, TVs, autos, or

even refrigerators converted to production of hammers and shop tools or

other items of more immediate interest. We would find manufacturers look-

Ing for unfamiliar types of materials in unfamiliar places even where such
materials were rarely found before. We would find corporate managements

responsible for an ill-assorted and poorly located collection of facili-

ties and engaged in varied activities mostly alien to the corporate ex-

perience and too disparate to facilitate molding a new corporate image.

With national markets inoperative and local needs paramount, surviving

corporate managements might prove anachronistic and subject to replace-

ment by local, more functional combinations.

At first, any reorganizations responsive to the changes in the eco-

nomic environment would appear to be temporary expedients dictated by a

transient situation. As always with temporary adaptations, the changes

could prove self-perpetuating and could lead to a proliferati.on of city-
state-regional economies--islands of self-sufficiency if not survival--

that could become quite parochial in outlook and too competitive with

rebpect to possible interstate commerce (the export markets of the era)

to permit economically peaceful coexistence. The primary economic prob-

lem of the federal government, however constituted and however rechartered,

would be the preservation of national goals in the face of the temptations

of and tendencies toward fragmentation.I
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Profit incentives would align themselves with the interests of the

local complex except for the lure of direct sales to the federal govern-

ment. The importance of the federal government as consumer would depend

on its ability to retain its financial leadership and its taxing powers.
Moreover, these would depend on its ability to identify and actively sup-

port mutual needs and to show promise of meeting these within an accept-

able time span. The urgencies of the immediate situation would reduce

the extent to which local areas would support long term mutual objectives

but would increase their dependence on the federal government for any

projects agreed to that would require a long wait for completion and pay-

out. Profit incentives would be associated more positively with discern-

ible effective demand and (except for some federally supported efforts)

this would empLasize local and immediate requirements. Financing problems

would also favor the present, obvious, and near-at-hand over future, more

imaginative, or remote business opportunities.

To the extent that materials or intermediate products could be gen-

erated locally and appropriately allocated among users on firm schedules

locally agreed on and locally enforced, required inputs and product ship-

ments could be reliably controlled. Inputs from remote areas or markets

for exports from the area, however, would be extremely uncertain. These

circumstances would provide additional pressures favoring localism and

short range goals.

Planning information and incentives would be lacking for long-range

planning at the level of local complexes. On the other hand, simple op-

erating problems would become unusually difficult. Past experience of

plant managements would often be irrelevatit to operating problems; costs

would be almost unpredictable; and price controls, rationing and other

rigidities imposed on existing market imperfections would obscure the

evaluation of decision alternatives. However, some of the decisions to

be made, if not made politically, will entail unusual departures from
preattack or even current operations. The usual management decisions en-

tail only minor expansions; tentative experiments with new products or

changes in product lines; and modifications in established programs for

growth, acquisitions, or diversification. A nuclear attack would produce

a major reorientation, while equally drastic changes would be occurring

among vendors, competitors, and traditional customers. With the individ-

ual plants faced with problems of reorganization of processing lines,

plant layout, and retooling, the external environment would be in a com-

parable state of flux. Business management would be struggling with very

difficult problems.

As previously mentioned, the relationships between management and

the employees would suddenly have become far more involved than usual
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because the individual worker would have unusual problems in getting to

work; in tending to the needs of his family; and in coping with a strange

legal, social, and economic environment. To some extent, local govern-

mental or quasi-governmental bodies may help alleviate such problems by

improvising barracks, billeting arrangements, or new kinds of mass transit.

However, plant management would be forced to participate in such planning

and to readjust many of its practices to meet the unusual situation. Some

of the innovations might include staggered work shifts, in-plant feeding

operations, provision for company stores to facilitate purchase of neces-

sities, and other assumptions of functions or services normally provided

by the community.

The individual would find his freedom greatly restricted, not so

much from legislative encroachments on his traditional rights, but rather I

from the loss of privacy that would accompany overcrowding and the loss

of mobility. Rationing, wage stabilization, high taxes, wage withholding,

possible restrictions on change of employment, or even the application of j
a labor draft (at least for skills in exceptional demand) would be causes

of irritation. However, the greatly lowered standards of living; the loss

of compensating status symbols; the lack of any escape from the pressures

of family, colleagues, and neighbors; and the rigidities of postattack

life generally would have a greater effect in contributing to mental de-

pression, poor morale, and lower productivity.

The weakening of social walls erected by the individual to protect

himself from the outside world, the loss of a sense of adventure, and a

growing sense of futility accompanying the suspension or fading of private

hopes could all contribute to general anomie. Group projects and public

efforts to establish group activities could counteract these effects, but

could backfire if pushed overzealously.

As long as personal su.rvival was in doubt, many of the psychological

problems cited would not be important. The most dangerous period would

be when the obvious, immediate requirements were met but, when subtler,

more remote, and more obscure threats would have to be prepared for.

These would include timely replenish-nrit of dwindling inventories and

repair and expansion of facilities to offset capital consumption. The

problems of maintaining morale would increase further in the period when

net expansion of productive capacity could be initiated--the expansion

that would have to occur before recovery could be regarded as under way.

In this phase, the need to divert output into capital and facility expan-

sion would not be very obvious to the general public and enlightened self-

interest could not be counted on. This conflict would provide a major

challenge to recovery management.
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Facility expansion, at least when major projects are involved, should

probably be a federal responsibility and planned for on a national basis.

The processing of applications for authorization of projects might resem-

ble that associated with applications for certificates of necessity during

World War II and the Korean conflict, when priority ratings and accelerated
depreciation authority provided the incentives. Some projects, however,

might properly be initiated by the ODR itself. This would be true for

facilities that served a collective or national need but failed to attract

the support of any particular corporation or local area. Procedures for

managing such projects are yet to be worked out.

Some locally supported projects might be desirable, but in the na-
r tional interest it might be preferable to find a site in a different lo-

cation from that initiating the request. There is at present no procedure

for relocating such developments, but such projects could be converted to

ODR-sponsored efforts and handled by whatever procedures were adopted for

such projects.

A major policy question would entail decisions regarding the desira-
bility of preserving any regional self-sufficiency that might evolve. If

ultimate recovery were assured and if the recovery period were expected

to be short, consideration of long run advantages from a return to preat-

tack specialization should dominate later facility construction planning.

If recovery were expected to take a long time, the costs of restoring and

expanding transportation capabilities should be weighed against possible

economies of scale. It might turn out that lack of gasoline and diesel

fuel shortages would be the principal obstacle to rapid recovery of pre-

attack transportation capabilities. Assigning high priorities to refin-

ery construction at the earliest opportunity would resolve this problem

and combat parochialism and inmobility. In this case, ODR should play

a far more active role in other facility planning to restore preattack

instiLutions aS completely as possible and then withdraw from the scene.

If highway reconstruction, rallyard and rallbed repair, and other facil-

ity projects were also major problems, these might dominate federal plan-

ning and other facility improvements could better be left in local hands.

Questions of such types not only indicate a need for further preattack
planning, but preclude confident predictions of actual organizational evo-

lution. The state of transportation and utility services imdiately

after attack would be the most critical determinant of informational and

organizational requirements as well as of economic and social survival.

The areas that have attracted the earliest and most persistent at-

tention in analysis of vulnerabilities are also the most important for

analysis of total vulnerability. Subtle influences could contribute to

unexpected institutional adaptations and strange social developiments.
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These influences would all find their origins In conditions resultirng

from damage to the petroleum industry or to the utility service, espe-

cially transportation.
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VII LEGISLATIVE IMBALANCE AT FEDERAL, STATE, I
AND LOCAL LEVELS

Introduction

This chapter considers the institutional vulnerability of one seg-

ment of the political system--the legislative system--for the purposes

of determining changes that might result in that segment as a consequence
of nuclear attack, isolating those changes that might have a negative ef-
fect on the b.S. social system, and considering whether plausible counter-

measures could be taken to ameliorate anticipated problems.

Legislative Representation and Nuclear Attack

One political effect of a nuclear attack on the United States would

be legislative imbalance in some areas at all levels of government. The

difference between a light counterforce attack and a heavy SMSA attack

would be one of degree and not of kind.

With no warning, it is likely even in a light counterforce attack
that some local governments would be knocked out completely--legislators,

constituents, buildings, and records. With strategic warning and shelter

or evacuation, on the other hand, it is likely that most o the legisla-

tors and their constituents would survive, at least in a light counter-

force attack. Some problems of misrepresentation through imbalance would

likely exist.

Imbalances, however, would become magnified as one would go up the
political scale of government and as one would consider heavier attacks.

In larger counties that might be only partly destroyed and for states

and the nation as a whole, the problems of imbalance could be expected

to be more serious. Therefore, this discussion will concentrate on leg-

islative imbalance in the larger units of government.

At state and national levels particularly, where the legislators
might be in session, and therefore physically removed from the districts

that they represent,. it is possible that many legislators could survive

but with greatly reduced constituencies either through death or because
their constituents would evacuate to other areas. If there were evacua-
tion that lasted for some time, there would be some question as to whether
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the legislator in the reception area or the sending area was the legiti-

mate representative of the evacuees.

At the same time, it is likely that some legislators would be killed

or injured, and in cases where provision was not made for succession with-

out election, constituents In certain areas would be unrepresented.

Until recently, state legislatures and the House of Representatives

were not based on a one-man, one-vote basis. As late as 1962, discrep-

ancies Ln representation at federal level ranged, for example, from as

much as 951,000 to 216,000 persons in congressional districts (Texas);

and discrepancies in state legislatures allowed a differential of as much

as 6,038,771 to 14,294 persons in districts for the upper house (Califor-

nia) and 4,330 to 3 in the lower house (New Hampshire). These ratios are

4.4, 422.5, and 1443.3 to 1 respectively.
1

Supreme Court decisions in 1962 and 1964 made it mandatory for the

House of Representatives to be based "as nearly us is practicable" on a

one-man, one-vote principle,a and required substantial equality among

state legislative representation districts in both houses of a bicameral

legislature,3  Until this time, the rural areas were overrepresented. A
heavy cities attack could result in urban legislators representing greatly

reduced or dispersed constituencies, and cities could be favored over ru-
ral areas--the exact opposite of the situation that existed before the
Supreme Court decisions.

Succession

At the federal level, the Constitution provides the following manner

of fillinR vacancies in the House of Representatives:

When vacancies happen in the representation of any state, the

executive authority thereof shall issue writs of election to

fill such vacancies.

1. Schubert, Glendon, Reapportionment, Chas. Scribner & Sons, New York,

1965.

2. Westbury v Sanders, 1964.

3. Baker v Carr, 1962, Reynold v Sims, 1964.
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The Constitution provide. the following manner of filling vackncies

in the Senate:j

if vacancies happen, by resignation or otherwise, dur- I
Ing the recess of the Legislature of any state, the executive

thereof may make temporary appointments until the next meet-

ing of the Legislature, which shatl then fill such vacancies.

When vacancies happen in the representation of any State in

the Senate, the executive authority of sucn State shall issue
writs of election to fill such vacancies: Provided, That the |
legislature of any State may empower the executive thereof to

make temporary appointments until the people fill the vacan-

cibb by election as the legislature may direct.

In other words, unless a Constitutional amendment were enacted to

allow vacancies in the House of Representatives to be filled by appoint-

ment or s,,ccession laws, these positions would be completely dependent

on election. It has already been suggested that the Constitution be

amended to authorize governors to fill temporary vacancies In the House

caused by national disaster, but, since this is no easy process, this

has not been accomplished, and there is considerable doubt that it will.

At the state level, as of January 1967, 24 of the 50 states had en-

acted legislation to provide for legislative succession. These states are

listed in Table 19. For the most part, this legislation follows the con-

tinuity of government program suggested by OEP in cooperation with the

Council of State Governments. To put it another way, 26 of the 50 states

have not enacted such legislation.

I9
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II Table 19

STATES WITH IEIGISLATIVE SUCCESSION

Alabama Nebraska

Arizona New Hampshire

Arkansas New Mexico

California North Dakota

Delaware Oklahoma I
Georgia Oregon

Idaho Pennsylvania

Iowa South Carolina

Kansas South Dakota

Louisiana Virginia

Maine Washington

Minnesuta West Virginia

Note: A few entries have been in- I
cluded when the legislation
was considered consistent with
the objective even though it
was enacted before publication

of the suggested legislation
by the Council. The legisla-
tion naturally differs some-
what from state to state. The

table, however, presents a rea-
sonably accurate picture of
the current status of prepara-

tions for continuity of govern-

ment in the states.

Source: Council of State Governments
and OEP.
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VIII ELCTIONS

Introduction

It would be virtually impossible to hold elections shortly after an

attack in anything but a very light damage situation. It is likely that

many registration records, birth records, and other important documents

would be lost or destroyed. In cases where registration records were

intact, they would in moat instances be out of date due to deaths or ml-

gration. Residency would be difficult to establish, and, in the c. of

migrants, the strict residency requirements of many states would -educe

the number of eligible votors to a great extent. It was estimated that

10 million voters in 1956 were disenfranchised--6 million because of

residency requirements alone.' It appears clear that many more would be

disenfranchised if there were any type of nuclear attack.

Table 20 lists the residency requirements for all states. It shows

that, even in the matter of changing precincts, as much as one year's

residency in the new precinct can be required (Mississippi).

Absentee voting varies from state to state. Some states prohibit

it altogether, and others prohibit it in the primaries. In many states,

the law is very restrictive--for example, it is limited to persons who I
are absent for business reasons only or personal presence is iequired to

qualify. Of those states that allow absentee voting, most have provi-

sioits for the physically disabled. Table 21 lists the major provisions.

Unless steps are taken to diminish the number of persons who would

be disenfranchised in the case of attack and unless great care is taken

in reconstituting all aspects of the election machinery, the very basis
of the democratic system could be greatly weakened.

I"
1. Merriam, R. E. & R. M. Goetz, Going Into Politics, Harper & Bros.,

New York, 1957.
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Table 20

RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING
(Months)

State or Other

Jurisdiction . Late County Precinct or Ward City or Town

Alabmaa 12 6 3
Alaska 12 1
Arizona 12 1 1
Arkansas 12 6 1
California 12 3 1.7
Colorado 12 3 0.6 1
Connecticut 6 - 6
Delaware 12 3 1
Florida 12 6
Georgia 12 6
Hawaii 12 3
Idaho 6 1

Illinois 12 3 1
Indiana 6 2t 1 2
Iowa 6 2 0.3
Kansas 6 it I
Kentucky 12 6 2
Louisiana 12 12 3 4
Maine 6 3 3
Marylard 12 6 6
Massackusetts 12 6
Michigan 6 - 1
itnnesot a 6

Mississippi 24 - 12
Missouri 12 2 2 I
Montana 12 1 -- -
Nebraska 6 1.3 0.3
Nevada 6 1 0.3
New Hampshire 6 - - -

New Jersey 6 1.3
New Mexico 12 3 1 --
New York 12 4 1 4
North Carolina 12 - 1
North Dakota 12 3 1
Ohio 12 1.3 1.3
Oklahona 6 6 1
Oregon 6 - 1
Pennsylvania 12* 2 --

Rhode Island 12 6
South Carolina 12 6 3

South Dakota 12 3 1
Tennessee 12 3
Texas 12 6 6
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Table 20 (concluded)

State or Other
Jurisdiction State County Precinct or Ward City or Town

Utah 12 4 2
Vermont 12 - - 3t
Virginia 12 6 1 6
washing~on 12 2 1-i_

West Virginia 12 2 - -

Wisconsin 6 -- 0.3 --

Wyoming 12 2 0.3

* Six months if previously an eiector or native of the state.
Township.

Source: Council of State Governments, The Book of the States, 1966-67,
Chicago, Illinois.
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I

Election Machinery

Election machinery at present consists of a very complex set of rules,

precedents, and procedures. Steps that would be necessary to put it back

In operation after an attack could be extremely difficult. The steps that

would be necessary to effect an election and a discussion of special dif-

ficulties that would be likely to be encountered are given below.

1. Census and redistricting--Overrepresentation by legislators of

some areas would likely continue until a new census could be

taken. At the present time, state legislators are allowed two

years after a Census to reapportion Congressional seats. As a

result of the 1960 Census, half of the states gained or lost

seats. These changes in population generally come about slowly.

Even California (which gained eight seats in the last decade),

gained less than one seat a year. In the case of a nuclear at-

tack, the change would be abrupt, but under present law, the

inequities would remain until the next Census.

2. Party candidates, filing of petitions, and primaries--State and

national elections are greatly dependent on the two major polit-

ical parties It is difficult to imagine the extent of disrup-

tion that would occur within the political party systems, but

it would likely correlate with the degree of destruction and

disruption in general. Party headquarters might be lost, and

it is likely that many party officials would be killed or in-

jured.

Lines of succession for party officials vary from state to state

and from party to party. If a vacancy occurs in the chairman-

ship of the party in power, however, the President customarily
fills the vacancy. If the chairmanship of the party out of powcr

becomes vacant between campaign&, the national committee elects

a new chairman. In any event, time would be needed to reconsti-

tute committees from the local through the national level, can-

didates would have to be decided on, and petitions filed before
primary elections could take place.

3. Financing candidates and campaigning--Campaigns, in the usual

sense of the term, could be virtually impossible. The state of

transportation, money and credit, and printing would preclude

this. Sources for campaign funds would certainly be disrupted

and lack of funds would be evident. It Is likely that greater

emphasis would have to be placed on radio and perhaps television
and less on printed literature, personal appearances, and so on.
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4. Replacement of supervisory personnel--In most states, the Sec-
retary of State has responsibility for elections; and except in
New England, the county usually serves as the administrative
agency. Succession to the position of Secretary of State and
Board of Election Commissioners has not been provided for in

many states and counties. Since these offices are often elec-
tive, unless firm lines of succession are provided, a closed

loop might be effected in the election process. Table 22 shows

those states (29) that have effected succession laws for execu-
tive offices other then that of governor. According to OEP,
this usually includes the Secretary of State.

5. Registration--Registration might present the most difficult
hurdle. Most of the states (37) now have permanent registra-
tion (see Table 23). Nevertheless, since records would be lost
in some areas and out of date in others, reregistration would

be necessary.

The major registration requirements in the 50 states are shown
in Table 24. Many require personal trips to the county seat,

which might be virtually impossible--particularly in the case
of a heavy attack which would disrupt the transportation sys-
tem to a great extent. Some states require registration as much
as nine months before election day. Many states allow voting
in one's previous precinct when residence has been changed, but

nevertheless, under present laws, many voters will be disenfran-

chised because of strict registration requirements.

6. Recreation of precincts and designation and arrangement of vot-

ing places--In areas of destruction, evacuation, or reception,
precincts would have to be redrawn and polling places would have
to be redeaignated. It is expected, however, that this would
be b relatively nor chore copared with the problcm of rcreg-
istration.

7. Preparation, printing, and distribution of ballots--The loss of

paper factories, transportation, printing machines, and lithog-

raphers would be likely to present a severe problem in making
up ballots.

8. Procurement and distribution of election equipment and supplies--

It is estimated that approximately half of the votes cast in the
1960 presidential election were with some type of voting machine.
Since many machines would be destroyed and it is almost certain
(except in the tase of a very light attack) that new ones could
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Table 22

STATES WITH EXECUTIVE SUCCESSION*

Arkansas New Mexico

California New York

Delaware North Carolina

Georgia North Dakota

Idaho Ohio

Illinois Oklahoma

Iowa Oregon

Kansas Pennsylvania

Louisiana South Carolina

Wa13:e South Dakota

Massachusetts Texas

Michigan Vermont

Nebraska West Virginia

New Hampshire Wyoming

New Jersey

* Other than the governor.
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Table 23

STATES WITH PERMANENT REGISTRATION

Alabama Minnesota
Arizona Mississippi
Arkansas Montana
California Nevada
Colorado New Hampshire
Connecticut New Jersey
Delaware New Mexico
Florida North Carolina
Georgia Ohio
Hawaii Oklahoma
Idaho Oregon
Illinois Pennsylvania
Indiana Rhode Island
Kansas South Dakota
Kentucky Tennessee
Maine Utah
Maryland Washington
Massachusetts West Virginia
Michigan
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not be built for years, manual methods of voting and counting
would have to be used. This would undoubtedly be more difficult

for those states whose elections now depend on machines than for

those states that still use manual methods.

9. Selection and instruction of precinct officials--Election offi-

cials aie selected almnst overywhere on a partisan basis with

the leaders of each party designating their choices for each

precinet to thw city, county, or state officials charged with

the selection. Typically, five officials preside at each poll-

Ing place, and all new officials need some training. At times,

such manpower has been difficult to recruit. Nevertheless, laws

do permit drafting citizens for these jobs in the same manmer

as is done for jury duty.

10. Identification of voters and counting of ballots--If other steps

in the process of reconstituting elections machinery were ade-

quately taken care of, these Items should not be formidable.

Hand methods, however, would slow down the reporting process,

and results would be slower in coning in than is now usual.

Time to Fill Legislative Vacancies

A review of recent elections (1962-65) to fill vacated seats in the

House of Representatives shows an average of three months between the

resignation or death of a member and a new election replacing the old

member. Some states have accomplished this in as little as one month,
while others leave early vacancies unfulfilled for the remainder of the

legislative session. It is difficult, if not impossible, to estimate

the amount of time that would be needed to reconstitute election machin-

ery in the postattack era. It would be greatly dependent on the extent

of damage and disruption in general and the preparations that had been

made preattack.

This study has emphasized problem identification, problem descrip-

tion, and other aspects of national vulnerability either of tangible or

intangible nature. The development and evaluation of alternative coun-
termeasures is more properly the concern of postattack research and re-

covery system evaluation. The description of the political problems

cited would be incomplete without some explicit mention of some of the

countermeasure possibilities, including some suggested elsewhere and some

implicit in the problem discussion thus far.
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Countermeasures

gany countermeasures that have been suggested throughout the report
have received attention, although none have been developed to a degree
that would c uure as orderly a demgcratt.c process as one would wish.
These are listed below, together with their present status.

1, Amend the Constitution to authorize governors t,- fill temporary
vacancies in the House of Representatives In case of a national
disaster.

Status: Since the Constitution is difficult to amend, little

progress has been mde.

2. Enactment of legislative succession laws at the state level.

Status: pbout half of the states have enacted continuity of
government laws in this connection.

3. Many recommendations of the recent Presidet's Commission on
Registration and Voter Participation would alleviate some of
the problems inherent in reconstituting election mchinery.
Those particularly relevant to vulnerability of the United States

to nuclear attack are:

a. Each State should create a Commission on Registration and
Voting Participation or utilize some other existing state
mchinery to survey in detail its election law and prac-
tices.

b. Voter registration should be easily accessible to all cit-
izens.

c. State residence requirements should not exceed six months.

d. Local residence requirements should not exceed 30 days.

e. Voter registration should extend as close to election day

as possible and should not end more than three or four weeks
before election day.

f. States should provide absentee registration for voters who
cannot register in person.

g. States should provide every possible protection against

I election fraud.
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h. Absentee voting by mail should be allowed for all who are

absent from home on primary or general election day.

Status: Thirty-five states require more than six months resi-

dency, and 38 states require more than 30 days in the county to

establish residencY,. Voter registration in 13 states must be

completed more than one month before election day. Two states

provide no civilian absentee registration, and another six have

no provisions for illness or physical disability.

4. Succession to the position of Secretary of State and Boards of

Election Comissioners should be provided for.

Status: Twenty-nine states have provided succession laws for

executive offices other than the governor.

Continuity of government programs have made great strides in propos-

ing model succession laws and in getting most states to enact such legis-

lation. Nevertheless, since election is the only constitutionally ap-

proved method of filling some vacancies, it is suggested that attention

be given to ways of effecting fair and honest elections in the shortest
possible time after attack, giving special attention to some of the prob-

lem areas raised in this chapter. It should not be overlooked that the

Constitution provides that Congress may make or alter regulations regaid-
Ing the times, places, and manner of holding elections for Senators and

Representatives.

In the case of legislative imbalance, proposed leg'slation at the
federal and state levels is explicit and effective, but, as noted, has

been enacted in only about half of the states. Even with the best laid
plans of reconstituting election mchinery, there would certainly be de-
lays. There in no such thing as an instant election, even in norml times.
Therefore, to preserve constitutional government, other standby legisla-

tion and emergency easures and organization are needed.

Assuming stopgap measures are taken as suggested above, they would
only be meant to serve until such time as proper elections can be held
again. Serious consideration needs to be given to measures that could
be taken now by governments to assure a minimum of disruption to election
machinery. Possibilities are plas for a special census (which could tie
in with needs of the federal government for survivor information), prep-
aration of emergency guidance for political parties, provision for elec-
tion personnel replaccment, preservation of election records, provisions

for standby election materials (such as ballots), and standby instruc-

tions for manual voting and counting for those areas now using machine
methods, in addition to improved registration laws already mentioned.
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IX IMPLICATIONS OF POLITICAL PROBLS
FOR RECOVERY UNAGEIENT

Major Problems

The political questions examined, namely problems of legislative
imbalance and reconstitution of election machinery, could be gradually
worked out if time permitted. As mentioned previously, the principle I
of one-man one-vote is very new in its current form, and temporary dis-

enfranchisement of some survivors would be relatively unimportant in
comparison with the survivors' economic problems. The drastic reorgani-

ration of business and government that Is envisaged in Chapters II through 1
VI would require prompt enactment of a great amount of temporary enabling
legislation to provide a valid legal substructure for government activity.
It would also require an unusual measure of popular support. Any impedi-

ments to objective and expeditious consideration of required legislation

would lose time and support.

The problems thus would be less likely to arise from questions of

membership in the postattack Congress and the state legislatures than
from procedural questions governing t he functioning of such bodies and
particularly their committee structure and committee leadership. Member-
ship questions could aggravate such problems but would be serious prima-
rily in establishing quorums for committees and legislative bodies at

large and in establishing committee leadership and rules. Any evidence
of committee inaction or an Inclination of legislatures to indulge in

procedural debate would certainly lose popular support for government
and undermine government leadership. This could result in exaggerated

reliance on the emergency powers of the president and the governors to
initiate action or, In such cases where executive response seemed inade-

quate, a tendency for local leadership whether duly constituted or unof-

ficial to take action on their own responsibility without awaiting state
or federal action.

The responsiveness of the legislative branches of government to the
will of the people and the probable attitudes of particular legislators
or groups of legislators cannot be anticipated. Any tendency for legis-

latures to be overresponsive to urban or metropolitan political interests I
could complicate the process of assimilating evacuees in rural areas and j
proper dispersal and reorientation of surviving industry. The Importance
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of such problems of individual biases or personalities cannot be pre-

dicted accurately. The more obvious hazards to our tripartite system

of checks and balances appear to lie in the general sluggishness of Ju-

dicial and legislative machinery.

The problems of legislative imbalancc and postattack elections might
thus be less important in themselves than certain collateral or secondary

problems they engender; for example, those associated with quorum rules,

committee structures, and election fraud. Comgments on theme problems areI
thus in order.

Collateral or Secondary Problems

The first and perhaps major problem that might present itself is
that of a quorum. In the Senate and House of Representatives, a mejority
constitutes a quorum. However, all living members are counted for quo-
rum purposes so that if enough Congressmen were injured rather than killed

the Senate and House could be Paralyzed.

At the state level, the Council of State Governments has proposed
legislation to appoint temporary senators and representatives to serve
until incumbents could recover. Unfortunately, all states have not en-

acted such legislation.

It is well-known that chairmen of committees in Congress have great
power over legislation, and that they have these posts by virtue of sen-

killed would cause many chairmanships to change hands. It is conceiv-
able that some legislators witL% few constituents could become chairmen

of powerful committees (such as Appropriations, Rules, Ways and Means,
etc.), and changes in legislation could be greatly affected. Redistri-

bution of committee seats would also have to be effected.

The confusion that would be likely to exist in reconstituting elec-
tion machinery might present great opportunities and therefore temptations-
for irregular procedures.

Problems of economic organiz~ation would undoubtedly be resolved one

way or another, and the same is true of political problems such as those
cited. The crucial question ix one of time. In view of the marginal

I L status of surviving resources, any time lost in using critical facilities
to full advantage could prove to be a great extravagance. Thus it would

be especially demoralizing to postattack survivors if excessive waste
could be attributed to managerial indecision or ineptitude and legisla-

tive obstructionism. If an opportunity to express any dissatisfaction
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with government action were denied large segments of the population
through voter ineligibility, delays and confusion In holding election.s,
or other evidence of a &ack of governmental sensitivity to popular sen-

timent, civil revolt could become widespread. Moreover, and this would
be even more dangerous, general pressures on local authorities to pro-
mote local self-Interest vigorously at the expense of national objectives

would become Irresistible in the absence of firm state and federal lead-
ership. Political questions could be important for social stability,

economic recovery, and nationel survival.
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